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Taking Inventory / Le Grand inventaire
Brett Kashmere

The Montreal-based filmmaker, visual artist and professor Rich-

ard Kerr has been an important presence in Canadian avant-garde 

cinema for nearly three decades.  Since his initial filmmaking forays 

as an a member of the mythic “Escarpment School” that developed 

at Ontario’s Sheridan College in the late ‘70s, Kerr has proven to 

be a protean filmmaker of his generation.  Beginning with poetic 

documentaries (Hawkesville to Wallenstein, Canal) and spontaneous 

cinema verité (Vesta Lunch), progressing to multi-part experimental 

narrative (On Land Over Water [Six Stories]), political film essay 

(The Last Days of Contrition, Cruel Rhythm), structural landscape 

film (Plein Air, Plein Air Etude, The Machine in the Garden), auto/

biography (never confuse movement with action, i was a strong man 
until i left home) and found footage (collage dʼhollywood), Kerr has 

mastered many genres.  Following a transitory, mid ‘90s sortie into 

dramatic fiction (the willing voyeur...), Kerr reconditioned his artistic 

practice by including installation work, digital video “sketching” and 

“motion picture weaving.”

Kerr moved towards tactile, handmade techniques after experiencing 

the creative restrictions of narrative cinema’s industrial apparatus.  

Most celebrated is his novel use of discarded Hollywood features and 

trailers and his own outtakes.  The filmstrips are woven and slotted 

between plexi-glass in large, steel-wrapped wooden boxes and back-

lit with fluorescent tubes.  From a distance these translucent, criss-

crossed film skeins appear as colourful geometric abstractions.  Only 

upon closer inspection do they reveal their miniature representational 

sources.  

Expanding on Kerr’s previous “meta-cinematic” installations from 

the ‘90s (Overlapping Entries and The After Motion Picture Series), 

Industrie/Industry is a multidisciplinary exhibition consisting of a re-

mixed digital projection of his film collage dʼhollywood, a dual pro-

jector slide show of “stilled cinema,” a new suite of motion picture
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tion picture weavings, and a set of human-scaled Cibachrome film 
frames embossed in beeswax.  Assembled from a cosmic assortment 
of 35mm “Coming Attractions” that were boiled, bleached, melted, 
painted on and manipulated with household cleaning products, the 
work in Industrie/Industry attempts to reverse the flow of this ubiqui-
tous advertising form. 

The term “meta-cinema” is often used to describe the cinematic work 
of contemporary visual artists such as Douglas Gordon, Stan Doug-
las, Pipilotti Rist, Pierre Huyghe and Sam Taylor-Wood.  The film 
scholar and historian Thomas Elsaesser also describes meta-cinema 
as “a cinema that sits on top of the cinema ‘as we know it’, and at 
the same time is underpinned by the cinema ‘as we have known it.’”  
Elsaesser’s explanation forms an interesting analogy for the present 
(in-between) state of cinema as it moves away from photochemical 
processes and towards digital ones, out of the black box and into the 
white cube.  

“Industry,” understood in its multiple English meanings as (1) 
organized collaborative activity; (2) the production, manufacture, or 
construction of a particular product or range of products; and (3) dili-
gent hard work, invokes complex and ironic allusions in this artisanal 
context.  Mimicking Hollywood’s factory model and glamorous pro-
duction values, Kerr undercuts these references to the motion picture 
industry through electro/chemical experimentation and transforma-
tion (known in the United States as “fair use”).  Once a product of the 
commodity industry, the appropriated material in Industrie/Industry 
is deformed and de-commodified only to become a commodity once 
again.  This paradox, of the commercial/non-commercial, is one of 
the exhibition’s defining features. 
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grand format tirées de photogrammes. Assemblées à partir d’une in-
nombrable collection de bandes annonces 35 mm bouillies, décol-
orées, fondues, peintes et manipulées avec des produits ménagers, 
les œuvres d’Industrie/Industry tentent d’inverser la portée de cette 
forme publicitaire omniprésente. 

Le terme méta-cinéma est fréquemment utilisé pour désigner les 
œuvres cinématographiques d’artistes visuels contemporains tels que 
Douglas Gordon, Stan Douglas, Pipilotti Rist, Pierre Huyghe et Sam 
Taylor-Wood.  Thomas Elsaesser, chercheur et historien de cinéma, 
décrit le méta-cinéma comme un cinéma qui trône au sommet du 
cinéma « comme nous le connaissons » et qui en même temps est 
supporté par le cinéma « tel que nous l’avons connu ».  La défini-
tion d’Elsaesser présente une analogie intéressante pour l’état actuel 
(transitoire) du cinéma qui s’éloigne des procédés photochimiques 
pour aller vers les procédés numériques.

«Industrie» signifie (1) une activité organisée et réalisée en collabo-
ration; (2) la production, fabrication, ou construction d’un produit ou 
d’une ligne de produits; et (3) un travail minutieux qui suscite des 
allusions complexes et ironiques à l’égard de sa source.  Imitant le 
modèle industriel ainsi que le prestige des productions hollywoodien-
nes, Kerr minimise ces références à l’industrie cinématographique 
au moyen de transformations et d’expérimentations électrochimiques 
(connues aux États-Unis sous le terme « fair use »).  Le matériau em-
prunté dans Industrie/Industry, à l’origine un produit de l’industrie 
de consommation, est déformé et dé-commercialisé pour redevenir 
en fin de compte un produit de consommation.  Ce paradoxe du com-
mercial/non-commercial est l’un des éléments clés de l’installation. 
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À la fois réalisateur, artiste visuel et professeur, Richard Kerr est, 
depuis plus de 25 ans, un créateur majeur du cinéma d’avant-garde 
canadien.  Membre de la légendaire « Escarpment School », collectif 
créé à la fin des années 1970 au Collège Sheridan d’Ontario, Kerr 
s’est imposé comme l’un des réalisateurs les plus polyvalents de sa 
génération. 

Kerr a démontré sa maîtrise de nombreux genres cine-
matographiques, en tournant d’abord des documentaires poétiques 
(Hawkesville to Wallenstein, Canal) et des films de style direct (Vesta 
Lunch), puis s’orientant vers le cinéma narratif expérimental (On 
Land Over Water), l’essai politique (The Last Days of Contrition, 
Cruel Rhythm), le film « paysagiste structural » (Plein Air, Plein Air 
Étude, The Machine in the Garden), l’autobiographie (never confuse 
movement with action, i was a strong man until i left home), et le 
« found footage » (collage dʼhollywood). 

Le milieu des années 1990 marque un tournant dans son œuvre.  
Après une incursion dans le domaine de la fiction dramatique (the 
willing voyeur...), Kerr décide de repenser sa pratique artistique: in-
stallations, esquisses en vidéo numérique et tissages de pellicule font 
désormais partie de son œuvre. 

Déçu par l’aspect industriel du cinéma narratif, Kerr se tourne vers 
des techniques plus tactiles et artisanales.  L’utilisation originale de 
films et de bandes annonces hollywoodiennes récupérées marque 
particulièrement son travail.  Les bandes de pellicule entrelacées et 
assemblées dans des boîtes lumineuses ressemblent de loin à des 
figures géométriques abstraites et colorées. 

Poursuivant la démarche amorcée lors des deux installations méta-ci-
nématographiques des années 1990 (Overlapping Entries et The After 
Motion Picture Series), Industrie/Industry est une exposition multi-
disciplinaire.  L’installation est composée d’une projection numéri-
que remixée de son film collage dʼhollywood, d’un diaporama, de 
nouvelles boîtes lumineuses et d’une série d’épreuves Cibachrome 

Frames from collage d’hollywood, 2003



Notes, Drawings and Ideas for Industrie / Industry 
Richard Kerr
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Les Collages des Hollywood (Collage d’Hollywood 1.0), 2001 Detail of Collage d’Hollywood 1.0, 2001
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The new piece in Richard Kerr’s second series of light boxes, Les 
Collages de Hollywood, rests on a small table in the middle of a 
darkened auditorium. Kerr clicks a switch and the object flickers, 
then settles into a steady glow. Viewed across the room, the box’s 
pattern suggests a geometrical configuration of stained glass. It 
draws me closer, and I notice that the even matte surface consists of 
lacings of 35mm motion picture film strips, backlit in a box framed 
in grey metal. Coolly flat in long view, the piece becomes denser, 
hotter and more textured at close range. Instead of a glancing viewer, 
I soon become a close inspector. My eyes glide down and across the 
patterned strips, pausing among hatched defiles of single photograms 
to fix on one, then another, some more. Here and there Jennifer Lo-
pez can be glimpsed; I think the frame comes from The Cell. 

What I have experienced in a few minutes is the crossing of a visual 
threshold that culminates in a recollection of film’s montage effect. 
Movies likewise oscillate between first-effect spectacle and lingering 
narrow-range inspection. The coloured light the assemblage casts, 
flourescent tinged with bright yellows, reds, blues and greens muted 
by the linear ribbing of the strips, assumes the likeness of daylight, or 
the neutral flow of a projector beam. The effect is gentle, soothing, 
seductive. A pointillist sparkle then arrests my eyes. My attention 
fluctuates between scanning and rumination, design and subject. The 
cumulative experience is peculiar and surprisingly complicated. This, 
I am convinced, is cinema under soft arrest. Transforming a medium 
of action-vectored illusionism, the light box holds film in fetishis-
tic retardation. The jerky, nervous, distracted, big-picture medium 
seems, for once, pinned down in willing stasis. I am the one moving, 
caught unawares in graded moments of reception. 

This specimen of Les Collages de Hollywood is the successor to 
After Motion Pictures, a suite of twelve light boxes Kerr completed 
in Regina five years ago. There are two differences between these 
similar works. The first is scale. To date, Les Collages are much 
smaller and physically lighter - intended for an intimate art gallery 
space - whereas Motion Pictures are installation-sized. The other 

Richard Kerr’s Recuperation:  
After Motion Pictures and Les Collages de Hollywood
Bart Testa
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difference is harder to pin down. It seems that the earlier light boxes 
performed a kind of ingathering of inertial cinematic energy, and 
there is something incarceral about them. But Les Collages de Hol-
lywood seems to spark off images in new directions for the artist; the 
piece seems oddly centrifugal. 

The artist, Richard Kerr, is a filmmaker. Previously his work suggest-
ed no conceptualism, revealed no tendencies towards the “meta-cin-
ematic” projects of artists such as Douglas Gordon, Pierre Huyghe, 
Pipilotti Rist or Jeff Wall. Kerr was creating video installations in the 
1990s, like the epic-scaled Overlapping Entries (1993), but the light 
boxes are different - different from Kerr’s past installation art, differ-
ent from his films. 

When he was young, twenty years ago, Kerr looked like a slightly 
undersized hockey player, a bit of a bruiser. Now slimmed down, 
Kerr looks like the coach. He is a straight-talking guy who recently 
became the head of the graduate film department at Montreal’s 
Concordia University.  [Ed. note: Kerr’s tenure as Graduate Head 
ended in 2002.  He is currently Chair of the Mel Hoppenheim School 
of Cinema.]  When Kerr spoke with me of the light boxes, what had 
initially impressed me - their meticulous order, the play of distant 
spectacle and close-up intricacy - was enhanced by his articulation 
of his very personal relationship to them. That’s different, too, for 
him. Kerr’s films and videos have always appeared to originate from 
a traveller engaged in public life, not an artist focused on his private 
experience. 

This first series, though, arose (I gathered from him) in a moment 
of pent-up fury. It was a self-devised therapy to work through sharp 
and recent disappointments as a filmmaker. The title’s obvious pun 
already implies that After Motion Pictures came out of a cessation of 
film- making, which, in 1996, had stretched for many years. Indeed, 
Kerr had not circulated any films since the early nineties, following 
the set of assured landscape films Plein Air, Plein Air Etude and Ma-
chine in the Garden (all 1991). But selections from After Motion 

Pictures were shown in Toronto and Montreal, and the entire suite 
was exhibited in Regina before being acquired by several museums 
in western Canada. After a lengthy interruption (new job, new town, 
new studio), he began to work on Les Collages de Hollywood in 
2000 and to forge a relationship with Tatar Alexander Gallery in 
Toronto. By then Kerr had hovered over the light boxes for six years, 
working them alongside video diaries, photomontages and an ongo-
ing slide series.

Kerr began the light boxes in 1995 when he was in increasingly dire 
struggles to complete a 35mm feature film, willing voyeur (1996). 
The project was Kerr’s misconceived voyage into feature film 
production, backed by provincial funding, and it would prove to 
be the misfired climax of his decade in Regina. Troubled from the 
start,willing voyeur was a film that Kerr never wrestled into satisfac-
tory shape after five frustrating years. It clocked in at an awkward 
seventy-seven minutes, most Canadian film festivals shunned it, and 
it has never been properly released, even on video. It was effectively 
a cessation of Kerr’s film- making. (His most recent film, Human 
Tragedy on a Grand Scale, was also long delayed, then heavily 
revised because of legal wrangling with its subject, the Hemingway 
family).  

As Kerr tells the story of how he came to make After Motion Pic-
tures, he pauses to sum up: “These boxes were a direct response to 
willing voyeur, to the alienation of making a feature film. I knew I 
had to start over again.” An admission of trauma from Kerr, as stolid 
and regular-Joe an artist as you will ever meet, is strange. What is 
more interesting is that he did, in fact, start over again. Kerr calls the 
boxes “weavings” because of the way he makes them. He takes long 
strips of finished film from a single movie (or movie trailer) and ma-
nipulates them by hand into patterns suggested by colours, textures 
and the light intensities the strips produce - usually by holding them 
up to natural light - until they find their geometrical arrangement. 
Treating film like fabric or straw, Kerr recognized that he was trying 
to yank film back from that “alienation” into hand making. 
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Experimental filmmakers have long favoured the metaphor of cin-
ema as handcrafting to draw sharp contrast with commercial film’s 
“industry.” To a degree, this craft-making conceit is deceptive. Film 
stocks, labs, cameras and lenses all remain industrial tools no matter 
who is handling them. But the artisan’s hand-and-eye attitude toward 
experimental filmmaking contains the larger truth of the metaphor. 
Kerr now rendered this metaphor literally. Beating a bruised retreat 
from willing voyeur, he  took film material into his hands and began 
to shape it, without considering where it might take him. After com-
pleting the first “weavings,” he made a meditative videotape (also 
called After Motion Pictures) that documents himself at work on the 
series and culminates in “portraits” of them varying from long shot to 
close-up. In effect, he was creating a forum in which to rehearse the 
audience’s response. 

What had Kerr yanking film back, however, was not just film mate-
rial. It was a sense of filmmaking distinct from the industry experi-
ence. In feature films, directors are akin to plant managers guiding a 
manufacturing process they cannot entirely control, but can only hope 
to guide to fruition. One sentimental myth of commercial cinema is 
that it is a collaborative  art. A world of anecdotes says otherwise. A 
director’s skills consist of guile, manipulation, ruthlessness, clarity, 
and a blind faith in luck. The director does not find a film in its ma-
terials but designs a mechanism, most of the time from off-the-shelf 
components, and then hopes and strives for the best upon execution. 
Commercial films succeed or fail to the degree that they disguise, 
subtly pervert or bolster what is essentially a factory effect. 

Differences between commercial cinema and artists’ films are very 
well known. But innumerable film artists have failed to grasp them. 
Many of them have leapt to disaster by imagining that their artistic 
skills were easily transferable. Kerr has been a superb film artisan for 
decades and occasionally a good film artist. His mistake was to enter 
into a feature production, lured as much, he confesses, by provincial 
funding opportunities as by a fervent desire to make willing voyeur. 
In the ensuing struggle, he had good reasons to have that sinking, 

panicky feeling of the medium getting away from, even turning on, 
him. And it was a painful discovery. Other filmmakers have made it 
too. (These include, all too famously, Joyce Wieland with The Far 
Shore [1975]. The experience sadly ended Wieland’s decade of 
remarkable filmmaking. Then, too, so lately have artists like Cindy 
Sherman and David Salle. It is not an exclusively Canadian phenom-
enon.) The industrial apparatus is not an artist’s metier any more 
than architecture is a ceramist’s. Commercial films are not a plastic 
medium, like clay or paint. But experimental practices do afford 
a greater measure of plasticity - which has, for decades, been the 
underlying point of differentiation of artists’ films. 

So, battered, Kerr wanted to renew his direct engagement with film 
materials. Typical of his hard-headed directness, Kerr made the 
most literal move he could imagine. He picked up a mass of abused 
and abandoned filmstrips and started to weave them. After Motion 
Pictures and Les Collages de Hollywood may eventually lead Kerr 
back to a new, stronger filmmaking. On the other hand, through the 
“therapy” of making the light boxes, Kerr may have discovered in 
himself another kind of visual artist. 

His precedent in making After Motion Pictures, Kerr acknowledges, 
is the sculpture-like series that Paul Sharits assembled from his ab-
stract films. A Fluxus artist and celebrated filmmaker of the sixties, 
Sharits made Frozen Film Frame: Ray Gun Virus (1972) by placing 
every frame of a film in its original edited order between large Plexi-
glass sheets. The effect was weirdly monumental, but that seemed to 
suit Sharits. In avant-garde film circles, he was regarded as a master 
mathematical serial colourist of afterimages - the Schoenberg of 
the flicker effect. His films were also violently assaultive, but his 
sculptures were simply a type of “score” writ in large scale. In a way, 
Sharits made them as a kind of meditation, and meditation is what he 
said his films always sought. 

Kerr came to experimental cinema two decades after Sharits. After 
graduating from Sheridan College and producing music videos for 
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the Toronto rock band Parachute Club, his breakthrough came with 
Six Stories (On Land Over Water) (1984). Kerr’s films are anecdotal, 
representational and obliquely political. Nature figures prominently, 
and usually, after much travelling, shooting and provisional shaping, 
they find their variable form. Although Kerr believes himself to be a 
child of Michael Snow, his work has never arisen from an axiomatic 
game or systematic paradox, nor has he ever settled on a formal ideal. 
Though he has gone into some of his best films, like The Last Days 
of Contrition (1988), with tightly drawn plans, they always desert 
him, leaving at best a phantom arc through a process that carries him 
somewhere else. His “weavings” are similar: not at all like Sharits’s 
sculptures and, though two of them, Las Vegas and Plein Air, derive 
from his own films, they are unsystematic despite being elegant in 
their balance and mystery. But like Sharits’s work, they are stand-
alone pieces - affectionate, even erotic, cinema by other means. 

The light box initially registered on Canadian culture in a double, 
indeed contradictory, fashion: through franchises like Pizza Pizza and 
Shopper’s Drug Mart, and the Vancouver artist Jeff Wall. The format 
consists of a flourescent backlit case. Originally an appliance in 
photo and design studios, the light table fathered the light box. When 
enlarged, placed upright, made horizontal or vertical, and given a 
“skin” - a transparency stretched over a glass or plastic surface - the 
light box was put to commercial use. The light box has become ubiq-
uitous in North America over the last twenty-five years as a device 
to make franchise logos more legible from fast-moving cars, and its 
deployment (everywhere!) made it, in effect, an unsung new medium 
- one that cranks up commercial signage’s visual volume to cinematic 
proportions. 

It was a masterstroke when Jeff Wall arrogated the light box’s vol-
ume to his photographic art. He proceeded by replacing advertising 
with his own huge, fine-resolution images. The intense readability of 
Wall’s pictures still recalls the commercial uses of the format. The 
intensity is still powered by glaring flourescent illumination and size. 
But his images modulate the shout across a vast and even photo-

graphic surface. The effect of Wall’s best-known works, like Eviction 
Struggle (1988), is that of a full-sized projected film shot. In this fa-
mous piece, Wall moulds the film effect by composing dramatically 
fraught mise-en-scenes that leave the spectator inferring the implied 
scenario. Essentially a narrative picture, a Wall light box is an ironic 
late-twentieth-century Et in Arcadia Ego or, perhaps better, The Raft 
of the Medusa, given his work’s dramatic unrest. 

Some critics understandably exaggerate Wall’s connection to cinema 
and seek to associate him with artists who recycle film footage 
directly. In essence, however, Wall remains a photographer. Though 
he dodges the intimacy of the photographic print in preference for 
light passing through a massive photographic cell, his purpose is to 
enhance the signal gain and empower his pellucid, static images. 
Wall’s light boxes flirt as well with television, since light is emitted 
directly from the source to the viewer. Nonetheless, what distin-
guishes Wall’s work from television and cinema alike is its address: 
his static images solicit a steady-stare reading, a traversal scan of 
the image just as foreign to television’s pixel dance as it is to film’s 
nervous defile of projected images. Although deploying the same 
technology as Wall, Kerr has performed an inversion of Wall’s root 
strategy. Kerr uses light boxes as an occasion for minute inspection, 
not for beholding the narrativized whole. The filmstrips accumulate 
large-scale abstract patterns to entice the viewer to enter the space of 
the image and then trace the succession of tiny images. Kerr restores 
the viewer to the material of film itself - to a substance one can pass 
through the palm of a hand, as well as a projector gate. Instead of a 
single imposing mise-en-scene, Kerr discerns in cinema a tactile art 
of the eye and the hand. The closer we approach these pieces, the 
more cinematic the film strips become. Playing in the graded scales 
that triangulate geo-abstraction, cine-literalism and ready-made film 
frames, Kerr’s light boxes fall well below photographic dimensions. 
While the works of Wall and Kerr both engage in cinematic gestures, 
they impose themselves on the viewer in very different registers. 
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The initial idea of After Motion Pictures seems simple, but Kerr’s 
gift for meticulous execution allows wide variations to arise from 
his materials. Rodney Dangerfield draws its 35mm footage from 
the bumptious comedian’s 1986 feature, Back to School, and brings 
us closer than we may have ever been to the material comprising a 
commercial movie and the oddly unreadable diversity of the imag-
ery even this most banal film offers. Drive In is composed of old, 
worn and damaged materials recovered from a long-deserted drive-in 
theatre. In a way an elegy to the film medium under duress, Drive In 
takes on historic proportions. The images here are almost completely 
lost to decay, the colour emulsion deformed into tiny chemical explo-
sions, the abuse and neglect of deserted movies resulting in cinema’s 
special species of entropy. Among them, though, are partially intact 
strips depicting a stylized, blue planet earth: the Universal Studios 
logo. But here, amid the miniature cosmic destruction of the sur-
rounding frames, the image takes on a catastrophic tenor. Academy 
Leaders, drawing from the usually unseen heads and tails of film 
reels, possesses contrasting crisp coloured imagery punctuated by 
firm verbal advisories (i.e., “PICTURE START,” “FOCUS”), myste-
riously blank women and countdown numbers. 

The allegory of After Motion Pictures, unknowingly to be sure, cor-
responds to Kerr’s recuperation from filmmaking. The visual artist 
who makes the light boxes, however, regains cinema by these other 
means, secretly professing his desire to reincarcerate the medium and 
to exercise tender rough trade on its physical fabric. The recuperation 
Kerr found in making After Motion Pictures has brought him through 
a severe reduction in filmmaking process. Kerr’s woven light boxes 
also bring us into an intimacy with cinema that, unless we happen 
to make films, we never would have known about but have always, 
unknowingly, needed. 

The new series, Les Collages de Hollywood, is something a bit dif-
ferent. The second difference I mentioned above - and admit is still 
difficult to grasp - is manifested by what Kerr did after I had looke-
dat his new piece. He projected a series of slides in the auditorium’s 
large screen. These slides consisted of close-ups of portions of the 
new weavings that he initially prepared for documentation but which, 
he discovered, are often striking compositions on their own. If the 
photos and video he had made of After Motion Pictures seemed to 
enter - as a viewer might - the tangle of colours and shapes and then 
the single frames of the light boxes for more intimate involvement, 
these slides, shown large, suggest images being sparked from Les 
Collages de Hollywood - a kind of found stilled cinema. These slides 
dance dangerously between surrealist kitsch and a mysterious photo-
chemical imagism, and yet all of them produce an exciting dispersion 
of film energy. It might be that the artist, who has laboured success-
fully to recover the handcraft of cinema for himself, is now again 
closing in on his larger cinema imaginary. For, in the end, Richard 
Kerr remains a filmmaker. 
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Richard Kerr’s Stilled Cinema: 
Instilled Visions, Distilled Revisions
Gerda Johanna Cammaer

Richard Kerr’s Demi-monde (2004) is a fascinating dual projector 
slide show, a fluid series of decomposed and recomposed frames 
taken from trailers for Hollywood films.  Presenting a demi-monde 
of form and content, Kerr proves that cinema has many more lives, 
and counters the current rhetoric on the death of film.  Demi-monde 
is like a sneak preview of the afterlife of film.  But, no matter how 
aesthetically pleasing, Kerr’s trailer for the cinematic hereafter is a 
hellish one, one composed with Hollywood’s violent waste.  Demi-
monde is a descent into the underworld of cinema as well as an 
autopsy of its demons.  The dissolving images create a diegesis both 
familiar and distancing, its continuity of time and space reminiscent 
of a story yet very unusual, tracing the thin line between sleep and 
consciousness, fantasy and nightmare, awe and fear. 

DEMI-monde as vision: The autopsy of film and its scrap 

I was walking along the road with two friends. 

The sun was setting. 

I felt a breath of melancholy - 

Suddenly the sky turned blood-red. 

I stopped, and leaned against the railing, deathly tired - 

looking out across the flaming clouds that hung like blood and a sword 

over the blue-black fjord and town. 

My friends walked on - I stood there, trembling with fear. 

And I sensed a great, infinite scream pass through nature.1

Richard Kerr dissects film as a medium in a multitude of ways, 
starting by frame by frame, stilling its vital process of creating the 
illusion of motion (at 24 frames a second).  In Demi-monde, selected 
frames are compressed into various marriages of frozen move-
ment as a number of halves (“demies”): for example most slides 
display a duo of 35mm film frames aligned vertically; many slides 
are bi-packed, thus two separate images are perceived as one; and 
in installation, the slides are temporarily superimposed with others 
through the gradual dissolve between two projectors.  In fact, Kerr’s 
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beautifully visualizes Pudovkin’s definition of slow motion in film 
as “close-ups of time.”  Often the slides are  \only true half images 
anymore.  Stripped of their colour or dyed, the emulsion refolded in 
fragments, they consist of imperfect and incomplete images, bits and 
pieces, leftovers, literally scratching and scraping at “Hollywood’s 
image.”

Due to this use of corrosive procedures, many images in Demi-monde 
are reminiscent of Stan Brakhage’s work.  But instead of painting 
on film, Kerr mainly decomposes existing images by attacking them 
with chemicals.  Like a surgeon, he operates on the body of film: ex-
cising figurative content, exposing grain, peeling emulsion like skin, 
refiguring visual content and subtitles.  He reveals deep reds and 
blues as if they were cinematic veins.  Also affected by the chemi-
cals, a bleeding optical soundtrack, left visible along the left-hand 
edge of the frame, runs through Demi-monde as the cardiogram of 
cinema’s arrested heartbeat.  

Kerr not only operates on but also with the original footage to exam-
ine “Hollywood’s image.”  The frames he selects place further stress 
on the human body and surgical procedures.  Bloodshot eyes spread 
wide for examination reveal exhaustion and symptoms of overex-
posure.  Recurrent half-open mouths express fear or desire, looking 
more scary than sexy.  The close-up of the kaleidoscopic pattern of 
an operation light combines with shots of other medical tools, but 
these are not elements of a benevolent science which strives to make 
us feel better or live longer; the image of an electric chair makes us 
realize that we are in fact witnessing an elaborate execution proce-
dure.  To use Walter Benjamin’s term, Demi-monde gives instances 
of film a “posthumous shock.”2

 
But who or what is being executed here besides film itself (which is 
also resurrected)?  Kerr admits that Demi-monde is his way of deal-
ing with mid-life, life being half over.  So is this a confession?  It is 
tempting to think so, because Kerr creates his own demons out of 
Hollywood’s: dense, symmetrical images resemble alien creatures,

faceless men, female Cyclops, even vulvas.  Moreover, women in 
this half-world are frequently asleep or seemingly dead.  Throughout 
it all Kerr’s unconscious musings seep through, and as non-consent-
ing viewers we are also dragged into cinema’s strange and fetishizing 
treatment of women.  Although the original content is rendered more 
complex and obscure (literally, via bi-packing and melting), what 
comes through loud and clear in these stilled images is what an ap-
propriated inter-title screams to us: this is a world “in fear.”

This fear is not just evoked by the exposed vulnerability and weak-
ness of humankind.  The images in the slides themselves succumb 
to it: some show crackly patterns that resemble the decay of old 
paintings with time; others are fractured by chemical torture or show 
patches of amnesia exposed by bleach baths; and many contain dark 
thoughts hidden in wrinkles of refolded emulsion.  One image that 
stands out for me is a haunting blue-tinted face distorted into an elon-
gated, wailing expression.  Resembling The Scream (1893), it shares 
the psychosis Edvard Munch portrays, a shivering dread that runs 
through the whole of Demi-monde.  In so far as one of Brakhage’s 
final hand-painted films, Panels for the Walls of Heaven (2003) is 
his abstract imagining of heaven, Kerr applies similar techniques to 
images from violent films and unintentionally creates “Panels for the 
Walls of Hell.”

Demi-MONDE as revision: The hell of Hollywood and its tor-
ments

The convergence between simulating the real by filming it, and simulating 

simulations of the real by filming them, is precisely what opens cinema’s 

unique capacity to re-vision the world around us, to represent meticulously 

the time, space and causality of an other reality; the double which remains 

apart in its difference and yet comes disturbingly close, touching us in our 

most secret places, its voice in our ears, its visions in our eyes.3
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Demi-monde not only elucidates the material of film, by revealing the 
layers that compose a film image, but it also deconstructs mainstream 
cinema on a metaphorical level.  Notably, Kerr chose to work with 
trailers, the most visible tool of promotion in the film industry.  Trail-
ers are concentrated stories distilled to the flashiest moments of vio-
lence and sex, intended to lure audiences into attendance.  This mag-
nification of Hollywood values is Demi-monde’s point of departure.  
Kerr stills these frantic shorts, first by muting their soundtracks, and 
second, by fixing them and projecting them individually and slowly, 
allowing the violence to linger on the eyes and penetrate the mind.  
At this pace, in frigid detail and drenched in harsh formal treatment, 
there is no escape.  Demi-monde forces us to consider Hollywood’s 
influence on our perception of time, reality and society, as well as 
our dual condition as voyeurs and participants.

Viewers are confronted with their own gaze through the mirroring 
lens of cinema.  Kerr’s re-vision of Hollywood is full of anxiety and 
fear, in no small part due to the use of thriller and horror film trail-
ers.  One used is for The Cell (2000), a film in which Jennifer Lopez 
attempts to enter the mind of a serial killer.  Similarly, Demi-monde 
infiltrates the mind of Hollywood, wandering about the cracks and 
folds of its stilled plates, digging up layers behind and between, in-
vestigating its serial killings.  It was the cowboy of Edwin S. Porter’s 
famous Great Train Robbery (1903) who, by firing his gun towards 
the audience, warned us that cinema would not only make us see the 
real world differently, but also that we would see a really different 
world, a violent one.  A century later, Kerr’s Demi-monde aims for 
a similar shot.  Like Porter’s cowboy, Kerr addresses the audience 
directly.  In doing so he confronts us with the (ever increasing) ter-
ror of this different world–and by extension, real world cruelty–and 
questions our acceptance of them.

The monstrosities evoke Hieronymus Bosch’s eccentric paintings of 
the torments of hell.  In The Ship of Fools (c. 1490-1500), Bosch rep-
resents humanity as a small ship voyaging across the sea of time.  All 
passengers are fools consumed with temporary, physical pleasure, 

self-interest, and unattainable objectives as their ship drifts aimlessly.  
Similar thoughts bubble up in Demi-monde.  As in Bosch’s world, 
fools include the religious, referenced in Demi-monde with cruci-
fixion-like images.  The majority of the images are taken from (and 
question) another dominant value system–mainstream cinema.  Who 
is not aboard on this wretched ship of human folly? 

Bosch externalizes the ugliness within all humanity, and so his mis-
shapen characters produce an interest beyond curiosity.  Kerr’s Demi-
monde achieves a similar effect.  Its sinister distilled images bring to 
light Hollywood’s indiscreet and promiscuous alter ego.  As an artist, 
as an outlaw, and as a member of the demi-monde to mainstream 
culture, Kerr is positioned to question our collective conscious.  His 
transgressions are a welcome reminder that film can be a tool of cul-
tural subversion and political awakening.  Demi-monde is a nightmar-
ish wake-up call.  Just as in real dreams, time and space feel warped, 
the colors are intensified, and there are multiple layers of meaning 
and many afterthoughts. 
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NOTES

1.  Edvard Munch, describing the experience that gave rise to his 
famous painting in his literary diary in January 1892.
2.  In  his essay, ‘On  Some Motives in Baudelaire’ (1940), Walter 
Benjamin describes the isolating effects of industrialization, which 
make actions simpler but less social.  He states that a series of inven-
tions from the mid 19th century have one thing in common: “a single 
abrupt movement of the hand triggers a process of many steps.”  
Although this development took place in many areas, “With regard 
to countless movements of switching, inserting, pressing and the like, 
the ‘snapping’ by the photographer had the greatest consequences.  
Henceforth a touch of the finger sufficed to fix an event for an un-
limited period of time.  The camera gave the moment a posthumous 
shock, as it were.”  See Walter Benjamin, Selected Writings, Volume 
4, 1938 - 1940, eds. Howard Eiland and Michael Jennings (Cam-
bridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2003), p. 329.
 See how Benjamin’s idea of posthumous shock relates to 
two early execution films in Mary Ann Doane, “Dead Time or the 
Concept of the Event,” in The Emergence of Cinematic Time: Moder-
nity, Contingency, the Archive (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 2002), pp. 140-171.
3.  Scott McQuire, Visions of Modernity: Representation, Memory, 
Time and Space in the Age of the Camera (London: Sage, 1998), p. 
72.
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Richard Kerr’s collage dʼhollywood (2003) clears a path for the 
evolution of Hollywood cinema and its public reception.  While it 
is easy to use the phrase “Hollywood cinema” to evoke a sense of 
conformity, it can be difficult to identify specific strategies across 
the whole of today’s major studio output.  When speaking about 
films that go against the Hollywood grain, we need to be specific 
about which grain we’re referring to, unless it is that of the silvery 
emulsion which forms the image itself.  Kerr’s project begins with 
the very materiality of film in his re-appropriation of Hollywood 
imagery.  Through his manipulation of this material he proposes a 
new genre on its way to occupying a central position in the public 
consciousness: melodrama for a dying medium.

Unlike Peter Greenaway, I am not heralding the death of celluloid by 
2006 (which he declared to a master class at the Montreal Festival of 
New Cinema New Media in 2003).  But one thing is sure: if Kodak 
and Fuji do finally decide to stop manufacturing film, the use of 
found footage will skyrocket as filmmakers’ only celluloid means.  
When the last of the raw stock is exposed and we are all watching 
digital projections, the tradition Joseph Cornell established in 1936 
with Rose Hobart will become steeped in the nobility of preserva-
tion.  Re-use will be the only option for producing new works on 
film.  The result?  Our understanding of all existing films will be 
thrown open to massive re-interpretation and reconfiguration at the 
hands of those skilled in the art of post-production.  This is a talent 
Kerr and his team certainly possess.  
  
In a way, contemporary Hollywood films are already a requiem for 
days gone by,  reconfigurations of that which has long passed: the 
postmodern condition made manifest in the hyperconscious and in-
creasingly self-reflexive content that exploded in the late 1960s and 
‘70s.  In A Cinema of Loneliness, Robert Kolker describes an Ameri-
can cinema transformed under the late ‘60s collapse (or relaxation) 
of the studio system, primed to spend a decade embracing forms of 
expression once relegated to the margins (if they existed at all).1  We 
all know the films that resulted.  Directors like Scorsese, Altman, 

Melodrama for a Dying Medium: 

Richard Kerr’s Adventures on the Periphery

Randolph Jordan
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and Coppola were given free reign to represent the world as they saw 
fit–dominated by outsider characters, filmed in ways that highlight 
their de-centered social positions.  Here lives Travis Bickle (Robert 
De Niro in Scorsese’s Taxi Driver [1976]) cruising the streets of 
New York.  His cab floats in and out of clouds of steam as dream-
ily as Bernard Herrmann’s score drifts between somber, late night 
lounge jazz and impending doom befitting the most brazen horror 
film.  Meanwhile Altman’s characters wander amidst dense crowds, 
photographed with a distanciating telephoto lens and recorded so all 
voices share the same “focal plane.”  In the resulting confusion, we 
must strain our hearing to isolate specific conversations - like Harry 
Caul (Gene Hackman in Coppola’s The Conversation [1974]) point-
ing his shotgun microphone into crowded urban spaces.  Or, we can 
abdicate intelligibility and learn to appreciate an abstract moment in 
its own right.  Altman’s strategies bring the periphery into the center, 
creating scenes in which all actions are as marginal as the nuances of 
street life–something only a lonely cab driver, or professional surveil-
lance technician, would notice.

Stan Brakhage could be viewed as one of these lonely souls, wander-
ing the margins of cinematic society by producing some of the most 
intensely personal documents ever known.  His introspection was 
also inspired by peripheral experience, a commonality shared with 
Kolker’s cinema of loneliness.  Brakhage declared that the amateur 
moviemaker’s personhood and corporeality can be witnessed at the 
periphery of the films they produce:  the edges of the frame itself.2  It 
is here where a loving heart beats, capturing an image of a newborn 
child, and here where a shaking hand arrests a moment in time out 
of sheer pleasure.  In striving for attentive focus we filter out the 
periphery of daily life–that which lives at the edge of the frame-not 
realizing that sight is possible with closed eyes.

Brakhage is interested in perceptions not normally considered part of 
“reality.” These marginal realms of experience, such as “closed-eye 
vision,”3 are things we all encounter every day but usually discount.  
Our tendency to ignore peripheral experience is not unlike Holly-

wood’s relationship to marginal cinemas.  This entails a removal of 
personal experience in favour of mass appeal, which Brakhage cites 
as a major difference between amateur and professional modes of 
production.4  Hollywood is akin to the eye’s dominant, central focus, 
which subjugates the potential of closed-eye vision.

Let’s think about peripheral perception for a moment in relation to 
a film’s soundtrack.  How do you maintain intelligible dialogue in a 
scene with loud background noise, such as a nightclub?  The standard 
approach is the “cocktail party effect”–introduce the scene with gen-
eral party sounds at full volume, then reduce these extraneous sounds 
when speech begins. Many decry this simple-minded approach, 
wishing that filmmakers would be more creative.  However, this 
effect isn’t simple laziness on the sound mixer’s part.  It is actually 
patterned after our intuitive perceptual processes, which shift atten-
tion where needed at the expense of “less important” aspects of our 
environment.  Functioning as a survival skill in a world of sensory 
bombardment, these processes are designed for focus.  But one of 
the great functions of art is how it can free us of survivalist instincts, 
allowing our minds to wander through the realm of sensory satura-
tion.  Through this wandering we will come to know our world better 
and sharpen our focus to new levels of clarity, one that embraces the 
periphery as a central part of experience.  

Welcome to the Hollywood trailer, an over-saturated child of the 
feature film, hovering on the periphery of the text to which it refers.  
Trailers remix the films they represent, borrowing materials to create 
polished advertisements that are very different from their sources.  
But they also give birth to films that gestate in the culture of trailer 
publicity, a culture complete with its own sets of formal logic.  More 
and more we’re seeing films that employ the general characteristics 
of trailers.  And more and more we’re exposed to trailers for films 
we’ll never see.  These mini-films are self-contained objects in their 
own right, wildly stimulating yet demanding focused attention.  They 
propel the audience into hyper-sedation before the feature presenta-
tion begins.  But what if the feature never begins?
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The Hollywood studio system had a rebirth following the ruins of the 
‘70s, taking the innovations of its unstable period and turning them 
into what we know as the contemporary blockbuster.  It is from these 
remains of the lonely protagonist, co-opted by The Man, that Richard 
Kerr’s collage dʼhollywood is constructed.  Kerr returns us to the 
1970s struggle between the competing and contradictory forces of 
innovation and commodification that were ultimately resolved with 
Spielberg’s arrival.  This was a struggle of the peripheries against 
the center, a struggle best exemplified by Kerr’s engagement with 
avant-garde traditions, particularly the use of found footage and hand 
manipulation of images.

Kerr appropriates material already distanced from its source, creat-
ing an even wider chasm of contemplation upon the original films.  
We might thus interpret the film’s French title as describing the 
experience of the birth of modern film criticism, when the Cahiers 
du cinéma clan viewed a concentration of newly imported 1940s 
Hollywood cinema as a body of work rather than individual texts.  
Examining an era’s worth of works in retrospective fashion results 
in an understanding not possible during a more leisurely exposure.  
Collage dʼhollywood offers a potent concentration of not only Hol-
lywood, but of Hollywood’s own condensation of itself.  This film is 
heavily steeped in what we now refer to as the art of remixing: Holly-
wood remixes itself following the re-establishment of studio domi-
nation in the late ‘70s, merging the independent and studio styles; 
trailers remix the products of this re-establishment; and Kerr remixes 
these remixes.  

And what is to be made of this tripartite remix process?  What are 
the reasons for Kerr’s project, beyond an illustration of the society 
of the spectacle?  Consider the genres he appropriates.  Collage 
dʼhollywood can be divided into three parts, the initial two contain-
ing clear thematic overtures.  We begin with the disaster genre, with 
lamentations of a lonely planet floating in a vast sea of nothingness, 
easily susceptible to annihilation by a wayward meteorite or the rum-
blings of its own fault lines.  This theme is epitomized by the re-use  

of the trailer for Deep Impact (1998), whose tagline is woven into 
collage dʼhollywood’s opening moments: “HEAVEN AND EARTH 
ARE ABOUT TO COLLIDE.”  In this case we are witnessing the 
collision of the fragile, independent/avant-garde cinemas battling the 
unrelenting Hollywood machine.  These collisions can be understood 
as the collisions that occur when editing together various sources, 
juxtaposing disparate genres against and within one another.  Next 
comes the psychodrama section, composed of domestic destruction, 
where killers infiltrate the homes of their victims.  The serial killer 
film is represented by The Cell (2000); true to form, it includes a 
journey into the mind of a psychopath, whose experience of the 
world is so solitary that we have no conventional means with which 
to understand it.  These are the subjects Kerr latches onto because 
Hollywood perpetuates them. 

Similar to the serial killer film’s goal, Brakhage seeks to represent 
human thought processes in universal terms: through “moving visual 
thinking,” the full experience of perception during the act of see-
ing.5  In line with Brakhage’s spirit of exploring the act of think-
ing/perceiving, as well as with Jennifer Lopez’s immersion into the 
stylized mental processes of The Cell’s killer, is Kerr’s treatment of 
Hollywood material.  Collage dʼhollywood is his representation of 
the psychological experience that comes from witnessing trailers; 
it is a probe into the minds of both the perceiver and what is being 
perceived. 

There are a number of ways in which collage dʼhollywood probes 
the logic of the Hollywood machine.  The film is a restructuring of 
theatrical elements, necessarily allowing for a different perspective 
on the material.  The single act of editing would be enough to coax 
out underlying meaning within these films.  But collage dʼhollywood 
digs deeper.  Contact printing and superimposition compounds these 
shadows, obscuring some obvious traits while allowing others to 
shine.  In addition, hand texturing through various chemical process-
es places the materiality of these elements on the table, sanding off 
the Hollywood blockbuster gloss, bringing the corporeality of their 
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celluloid base to life. 

The first two sections excerpt bits from already brief trailer shots.  
In the final section, the limits of representation through brevity are 
tested to the point of invisibility, slipping us into abstraction.  This 
dreamlike effect is similar to the end of La Region Centrale (1971), 
when Michael Snow’s omniscient camera moves so fast that all sense 
of context is lost and the viewer is removed from the space explored 
with vigour in the rest of the film.  This section also suggests clear 
affinities with Brakhage’s hand-painted films in which the images 
move by so quickly that we are forced to look through them to struc-
tures lying beneath the surface, structures that would be invisible if 
we were able to focus on any single image for too long. 

The soundtrack adds another layer of distance from the material.  It 
acts as both a comment upon and an aesthetic extension of Kerr’s 
visual treatment.  Created after the picture edit was locked, the 
soundtrack isolates key points in the film, indicating overarching 
themes in the dense imagery.  The first section emphasizes audiovi-
sual synchronization most prominently by aurally punctuating the 
onscreen text.  Words appear with the sonic weight of steel doors 
slamming shut, only to slide off with the necessary “whooshing” 
effects.  The first major point of synchronization that doesn’t involve 
text is the thundering crash accompanying an asteroid’s collision 
with the Earth.  This signals the entrance into the disaster film genre, 
setting the tone for a section filled with low register rumblings, sug-
gesting the aftershocks of a deep impact.
  
The second section is marked by the emergence of sirens, which 
announce themselves in looser synchronization to the image.  We 
see police cars and hear sirens, but this conjunction isn’t as concrete 
and immediate as the asteroid crash or the punctuated text.  The more 
suggestive audiovisual synchronization in this section is a suitable 
tactic for the move towards increasing abstraction.  The sirens fit-
tingly wail of tension and emergency, a residue from the disaster 
theme in the first section and a magnification of the personal trauma 

this section explores through its representations of domestic victim-
ization.

The point of transition to the final, abstract section is simultaneously 
announced by sound and image as both slip suddenly into a sem-
blance of “white noise.”  The image track presents a recapitulation of 
the film’s previous elements homogenized by quickly moving, dense 
textures resultant from extensive hand manipulation.  But it does so 
without overt repetition.  The soundtrack, however, slips into a loop-
ing rhythm with distinctly repeating sounds, the most tangible resem-
bling a scream.  This sonic repetition fosters high anxiety, increasing 
with the volume until the final frame.  The audio effect renders the 
image more repetitious than it actually is.  This ending could be a 
representation of the homogenization Hollywood imposes on all of 
its films, an endless cycle of mechanical reproduction.  Yet the imag-
es here are constantly changing, much as the industry’s products are 
never identical.  To call all Hollywood cinema the same is to ignore 
its nuances, and the sound in collage dʼhollywood’s finale makes this 
point, acting as the snide commentator dismissing the imagery as 
redundant while ignoring its heterogeneous reality.

Collage dʼhollywood keeps us on a razor’s edge of the non-rep-
resentational, evoking John Oswald’s Plexure (1993), an extreme 
experiment on the limits of perception for source recognition: One 
thousand pop songs from the 1980s and ‘90s condensed into a 20 
minute tour de force.  Oswald’s Plunderphonics projects have much 
in common with Kerr’s collage film: they both seek to reclaim 
popular iconography, to explore our experience of it, and to counter 
draconian copyright laws.  These laws allow our physical and virtual 
environments to be bombarded with unsolicited sensory informa-
tion, yet make any person’s constructive use of it illegal.6  Collage 
dʼhollywood is a response to a culture that pelts advertising upon its 
non-consenting residents until we crack open and allow that vacuum 
of space to engulf our imagination.  Hollywood would inject its fare 
into our veins if it could.  Kerr takes this material a step further, 
which could be considered a step either forward or backward. His 
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film is a simultaneous exposition on, and celebration of, the insanity 
of over-stimulation. 

In which direction does the digital video remix of collage 
dʼhollywood, titled hollywood decollage (2004), take us?  It adds yet 
another remix layer to the collage d’hollywood project, but is also on 
par with the film as they draw from the same sources.  Here the ques-
tion is one of chronology, both in terms of production and reception.  
Kashmere is working with knowledge of collage dʼhollywood, hav-
ing been its principal collaborator, and consciously comments on it.  
For the viewer, however, seeing the digital remix first (as one might 
if choosing it first on the DVD-format catalogue) could establish 
collage dʼhollywood as the afterword.  Do we consider hollywood 
decollage a deconstruction of collage dʼhollywood, or is collage 
dʼhollywood a reconstruction of hollywood decollage?

I pose this question because of the distinct formal difference between 
the two: collage dʼhollywood is founded on the principle of superim-
position, whereas hollywood decollage rests on multi-screen pre-
sentation.  Where the film rolls are overlaid three layers thick in the 
former, they are separated and distilled across diptychs and triptychs 
in the latter.  Collage dʼhollywood could easily be misunderstood as 
a re-construction of the digital video remix, bringing the separate ele-
ments together into one frame, just as the remix could be understood 
as an unraveling of collage dʼhollywood across multiple canvases.

What interests me most are the ways in which each film provides in-
sight into the other.  Simply, seeing the single layer images in holly-
wood decollage allows the source footage to be viewed more clearly 
than is possible in collage dʼhollywood.  The editing strategies of 
each roll, dense and complex in collage dʼhollywood’s combination, 
are clarified when placed in stride with one another.  After viewing 
hollywood decollage, the underlying structure of collage dʼhollywood 
is more recognizable.  Alternatively, when watching collage 
dʼhollywood it’s easier to make connections between the overlaid 
materials than when trying to view the remix’s three panels at once.  

Again we can find affinities to the work of Stan Brakhage when he 
presents Dog Star Man’s (1961-64) A, B, C and D rolls individually 
and in varying combinations with each other in his four and a half 
hour extended “remix” entitled The Art of Vision (1961-65).7  The 
potential for separation and recombination of the film’s elements 
allows for a high degree of repetition while never giving the impres-
sion of redundancy.  P. Adams Sitney describes the effect of The Art 
of Vision: 

Although not a single image actually changes, the experience of seeing The 
Art of Vision is considerably different from that of Dog Star Man.  Aside 

from the obvious factor of duration, the longer version distinguishes itself 

by forcing an analytic procedure upon the viewer and by establishing a new 

sense of suspense in the combination or breakdown of superimpositions.8  

The approach of breaking down a film’s elements to yield an “ana-
lytic procedure” is easily applied to hollywood decollage.  The remix 
furthers this procedure by bringing in the split screen format, thereby 
displacing the need to recombine the rolls through superimposition.  
  
Robert Kelly’s comments upon seeing The Art of Vision, as recalled 
by Brakhage, were that it evokes “that sense of form whereby a 
whole work can exist in the center of another work, or spiral out 
into pieces in another work, as in Baroque music, and that second 
arrangement be another piece entirely.”9  Again there is relevance 
to the digital remix, “another piece entirely” though composed of 
the same material.  Hollywood decollage “spirals out,” bursting at 
the seams, its images breaking free from the centre plane to take 
on lives of their own.  Also, like musical compositions that state 
individual themes prior to combining them, we are able to appreci-
ate each visual track individually before their complex relations are 
felt.  This notion is in keeping with Kashmere’s concept of the piece, 
having suggested that the A-B-C tracks of collage dʼhollywood were 
designed according to ideas of melody, harmony, and counterpoint.
  
The remix gives these elements of musical form new roles to play, 
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 pushing the periphery’s function to another level.  While watching 
any one of the panels, the others are forced into peripheral aware-
ness.  One can shift attention at will, but this shifting will continue to 
put one frame in focus at the expense of others.  Instead of creating a 
sense of peripheral experience through the near-abstraction of collage 
dʼhollywood’s dense layering, here elements are pushed beyond the 
edges of the frame into frames of their own.  Our ability to compre-
hend the relationships between the screens depends largely on our 
physical distance from them, adding yet another measure of detach-
ment to this material.  

The remix effectively calls attention to the ways in which our per-
ceptual processes emulate the type of abstraction found in collage 
dʼhollywood.  If we fix our eyes on one panel but try to pay attention 
to the others, we become aware of vague movement, colours and 
forms but cannot get a full sense of what is being represented in our 
peripheral vision.  It is precisely this “natural” abstraction that makes 
up so much of our daily visual experience, yet is forcibly tuned out 
by our minds.  So when presented with something like a Brakhage 
film or collage dʼhollywood, one has trouble dealing with it.  Hol-
lywood decollage can thus act as an exercise for the viewer to shift 
visual focus from panel to panel while maintaining mental focus on 
the others.  This is one small way we can learn to bring peripheral 
experience into direct awareness. 

My desire to understand these two works in relation stems from the 
way they engage with their source material as well as with each other.  
These pieces collide with one another and probe the other’s depth of 
mind.  Each has given birth to the other, just as each was born of the 
peripheral cinema known as the film trailer.  In the spirit of the life 
cycle, the remix, hollywood decollage, ends with a beautiful elegy to 
symbolic birth/death imagery. We see a head emerging from a liquid 
mass, followed by a face being covered with a shroud, presented first 
in single frame.  When this sequence is then repeated across three 
panels in slight delay, as in a musical canon, its power as a central 
image is displaced to the peripheries.  This leaves us with an explora-

tion of movement, both of that within the images rendered transpar-
ent through repetition, and that of our eyes across the triptych.  

This final sequence of hollywood decollage also feels like the film 
is slipping off of itself, the image from one frame sliding into the 
next, much as it did quite literally during the treatment/manipulation 
phase of collage dʼhollywood (when Kerr melted the emulsion of 
the original trailers off its celluloid base in order to physically move 
it around and across frames).  Here, a balance is struck between the 
two films.  Birth is the moment when one organism breaks free from 
within another.  And death is when the corporeality one is born into 
is discarded for something else, as celluloid will one day pass on in 
light of the more ethereal qualities of digital distribution. 

In hollywood decollage, images of birth and death are presented in a 
staggered fashion, creating a sense of liquidity between the frames.  
The tension amongst the three worlds of the triptych competing 
for equal presence is removed, and the three panels become part of 
the same movement across the entire width of the projection sur-
face.  This fluidity is the clearest conceptual echo of the orchestra-
tion between frames achieved through superimposition in collage 
dʼhollywood.  Thus the remix ends by re-establishing the umbilical 
chord to what is chronologically its parent film, while simultaneously 
acknowledging its role in disassembling the corpus that it has infil-
trated and deconstructed.  After all, isn’t every child a remix of their 
parents?  And for the viewer who encounters the digital remix first, 
this final triptych will provide a smooth entryway into the world of 
Richard Kerr’s homage to Hollywood excess.  In the end, these two 
pieces give birth to each other, out of what will become the remnants 
of the Age of Emulsion.  As such they are not mourning a medium’s 
death, but are celebrating the rebirth of the found footage film that 
will necessarily result from celluloid’s passing.
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NOTES

1.  Robert Kolker, A Cinema of Loneliness, second edition (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 1988).
2. Stan Brakhage, “Brakhage at Concordia,” Synoptique 2 (April 
2004), http://www.synoptique.ca/archives/edition2/brakhage.htm
3. William C. Wees suggests that “closed-eye vision,” as Brakhage 
understands it, “includes hypnagogic imagery, phosphenes, and the 
grainy visual ‘noise’ perceptible when we are in a dark room or have 
our eyes tightly closed” (3).  For further detailed discussions of these 
kinds of vision, see William C. Wees, Light Moving in Time: Studies 
in the Visual Aesthetics of Avant-Garde Film (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1992).
4. Stan Brakhage, “Brakhage at Concordia,” Synoptique 2 (April 
2004), http://www.synoptique.ca/archives/edition2/brakhage.htm
5. Brakhage describes “moving visual thinking” as an occurrence 
deep “in the synapsing of the brain.  It’s a streaming of shapes that 
are not nameable–a vast visual ‘song of the cells’ expressing their 
internal life.”  See Suranjan Ganguly, “All That is Light: Brakhage at 
60,” Sight and Sound 3, no. 10 (1993), 21.  I interpret moving visual 
thinking as an experience of seeing that lies completely outside of the 
human visual system, resting solely within the mind.  Thus, moving 
visual thinking completes the holistic experience of seeing by filling 
in that which cannot be seen through our eyes, whether they be open, 
closed, or in between.
6.  David Keenan, “Undoing Time,” The Wire 219 (May 2002), 47.
7. P. Adams Sitney, Visionary Film: The American Avant Garde, 
1943-1973, second edition (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1979), p. 192.
8. Ibid, p. 193.
9. Ibid.
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Re-making collage d’hollywood

Brett Kashmere and Michael Rollo
Conceived as a summer experiment during the post-semester thaw of 
2002, Richard Kerr’s collage dʼhollywood (2003) mushroomed into 
a multi-year collaboration between Kerr, Michael Rollo and myself, 
catalyzing an exhibition of related works.  The film arose from a 
challenge: What could be forged from a shoebox of fifty Hollywood 
trailers?  Early on we elected to highlight formal and stylistic aspects 
of the trailer format: speed and acceleration, shot design, close-ups, 
screen action, abstraction.  However, while scanning the coming at-
tractions for movie-star shards, shimmering graphics and crash-boom 
factory spectacle we were soon sucked into the mire of hostilities 
underlying the mainstream cinema’s facile surface.  More precisely, 
the physical, sexual and psychological aggression (especially against 
women) sustaining much Hollywood product became impossible, 
even irresponsible, to avoid. 

The corpus we extracted from was a cross-sampling of studio flicks 
produced between 1998 and 2000: trailers for sci-fi fantasies like 
The Cell, Soldier, Wild Wild West, The Thirteenth Floor and Species 
2 shared space on the examination table with adolescent comedies 
(Scary Movie, American Pie, Dirty Work), action-adventure dramas 
(The Avengers, Firestorm, Lake Placid, Space Cowboys), disaster 
films (Deep Impact, A Perfect Storm), urban cop thrillers (The Nego-
tiator, Shaft 2000) and animated family fare (Fantasia 2000, Dino-
saur).  While the assortment was generically diverse, the inventory of 
effects was surprisingly narrow, proof that the Hollywood trailer is a 
formulaic and highly structured vehicle composed of pre-fabricated 
components.  

In correspondence with the collaborative nature of collage 
dʼhollywood, Mike and I exchanged emails throughout the summer 
of 2004, elaborating the film’s production history.  We’ve known 
each other for nearly a decade.  While undergraduate film students at 
the University of Regina we often worked together and around 1997, 
began to acquire an appreciation of avant-garde cinema through our 
studies with Richard Kerr.  In 2000 we individually arrived in Mon-
treal to pursue graduate studies.  Over the years Mike and I have 
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remained close and continue to collaborate on film exhibition and 
production.

BK: We began working on collage dʼhollywood at the beginning 
of May 2002.  It was the first time I assisted Richard as a “studio 
collaborator”, though I had worked on some of his grant proposals 
and screenings over the previous six years.  I believe he asked me to 
edit the film based on a statement I wrote about montage, published 
in the Saskatchewan Filmpool’s magazine Splice, in which I confess 
my naïve preference for analogue editing over the emerging “digital 
cinema-of-effects.”  

Do you remember when and why you were asked to work on col-
lage dʼhollywood ?  I recall initial meetings we had that spring, then 
I began editing the selected footage, Richard lifted emulsion off 
filmstrips in the studio, and you set up a contact printer.  Perhaps 
our roles were obvious from the outset–I’d piece together all of the 
footage while you’d test out stocks, research techniques to rework 
emulsion and oversee the lab work.  Richard was like the creative 
producer; he paid the bills and made the executive decisions in addi-
tion to his frame-by-frame manipulation of hundreds of feet of film.

MR: My role was not clearly defined until the three of us discussed 
the project in greater detail.  Richard originally approached me to 
shoot some film for a project that was to be an extension of his two 
previous American landscape films (The Last Days of Contrition 
[1988] and Cruel Rhythm [1991]).  Then I was shifted to a much dif-
ferent role when Richard and I discussed looping and contact printing 
techniques based on Steve Sanguedolce’s article on converting a tra-
ditional Steenbeck editing machine to a contact printer.1  Richard was 
cutting up and weaving Hollywood trailers at the time, which gave 
him the idea to make his own “über-trailer” from the discarded batch.  
Before long I was monkeying around with an old 35mm Steenbeck, 
trying to gear it up as a homemade contact printer.  This was a start-
ing point, and over the next few meetings we attempted to define a 
“look” for the film.

BK: The landscape film you’re referring to was originally proposed 
as a 60-minute digital video titled Anxiety 1.0, which Richard in-
tended to shoot in the summer of 2002.  Collage dʼhollywood, mean-
while, developed as a side project as we were planning road trips to 
Las Vegas, Los Angeles, the Burning Man Festival, New York and 
Washington, D.C. for Anxiety.  During this time you converted an old 
shipping crate into a large light table, upon which Richard created 
slides by cutting 35mm film scraps into two-frame segments and 
placing them in slide mounts.  He also drafted plans for a new suite 
of motion picture weavings that would play up the recycling trope. 
(A prototype for the since-discarded “cardboard box” series is on dis-
play at the Cinémathèque québécoise in Montreal).  According to my 
notebook entry dated May 6th of that spring, we originally planned 
to complete a fine cut and silent answer print for collage dʼhollywood 
as soon as July 1st, 2002!  But because of all the reprinting and 
hand manipulation, the film became much more complicated and 
expensive than Richard anticipated, and the first answer print wasn’t 
completed until January 2003.          

EDITING
BK: Since I’m credited with editing collage dʼhollywood , I’ll briefly 
explain how it was constructed.  The workflow broke down into six 
stages: shot selection, assembly, image treatment, fine cut, lab work 
and sound design.  After viewing all of the trailers several times on 
a 35mm flatbed (we didn’t have access to 35mm projection equip-
ment), Richard and I marked shots based on formal criteria such 
as colour, graphic elements, special effects, speed, acceleration, 
dynamic screen action and arresting inter-titles.  This material was 
then sorted according to content: all the explosions were compiled 
onto one core, all the plane crashes and car chases onto others, and 
so on.  The footage fell naturally into generic modules (horror, sci-fi, 
action-adventure, cops and robbers, etc).  

The overarching meta-narrative begins with a movement from outer 
space towards Earth, through nature, into urban settings, and culmi-
nates with Jennifer Lopez’s psychological dreamscape in The Cell.    
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From there the footage was divided into three streams, or rolls.  The 
A- and B-rolls contain the dominant and supplementary narrative ac-
tion, respectively, while the C-roll consists mainly of special effects 
and graphic loops.  To use a musical analogy, the A-roll contains 
the melody, the B-roll the harmony and the C-roll is the rhythm, or 
backbeat.  

One of difficulties with editing three synchronized film rolls was 
that we could only view two rolls at a time.  The Steenbeck we had 
wasn’t created for this purpose.  However, by “bi-packing” two 
rolls, that is, by threading them together along the flatbed’s sprock-
ets and running them overlaid past the viewing prism, you can get a 
sense of how the footage will look printed together.  This is visually 
misleading, because you will see the darkest image dominating the 
Steenbeck screen.  But when printed, the reverse is true: the lighter 
image will burn through the denser one.  So in editing we were 
working with dramatically darker images than what results in the 
film, requiring much imagination and guesswork.  The recurring “No 
Choices/No Exceptions” title was an unexpected example.  The shot 
literally burned out the other two rolls with its alternating bright and 
dark frames, obliterating a lot of the intricate image relationships.  
But then again, the film moves so fast I’m not sure what subtleties 
the viewer can grasp.          
    
IMAGE
BK: On to the imaging process: Select footage from the A, B and C 
rolls was contact printed and either boiled to loosen the emulsion 
then hand-manipulated with a paint brush; or sprayed with an all-
purpose cleaner then lifted with a palette knife to draw out colours 
from the base.  

Mike, your credit in the film is somewhat ambiguous.  Can you 
explain more about the imaging processes we used, and how you 
transformed the Steenbeck into a contact printer?  

MR: My credit for “Image” is vague but it’s probably the most ap-
propriate title for my role.  At the beginning of the project you and I 
did some research on emulsion softening and removal using various 
industrial and household cleaning products, as well as organic meth-
ods such as soaking film in wine, black teas, ice baths, etc.2  Then 
I presented Richard with more refined techniques such as spraying 
the film with Fantastik.   From this information Richard was able to 
adapt his vision to the material.  

BK: Some of the other chemicals that we researched, including 
sodium carbonate, sulfuric and acetic acid, oven cleaner, Borax 
and bleach (in full concentration, slightly diluted, and in combina-
tion with hydrogen peroxide), are extremely toxic and occasionally 
explosive.  I’m glad we found that a basic household cleaner and 
boiling water worked best for our purposes.      

MR:  At this time I began converting the contact printer with Vincent 
Quatela, a technician at Concordia University’s School of Cinema.  
We removed the Steenbeck’s prism and replaced the 100-watt bulb 
with a 15-watt bulb.  Sanguedolce recommends a 7-watt bulb, but we 
didn’t have one.  In place of the prism I constructed a cardboard cur-
tain with a small plexiglass window.  I covered every crack, slot and 
hole of the Steenbeck with black duct tape and masked the viewer 
and all the light leaks in the room.  I then conducted tests for colour 
correction and exposure with various gels and neutral density filters 
placed in front of the cardboard window.

While I was working on this you and Richard reviewed the trailers 
over and over to decide which material should be contact printed.  
When the selections were made, I began printing copies from the 
original trailers. With these reprints we were able to start working on 
the film’s structure as well as play with and form an aesthetic style.  
It was exhausting to work in the dark for countless hours–the “hole” 
as you and Richard so eloquently described it.  It’s hard to maintain 
focus in those conditions.  In the light I wound original footage on 
the Steenbeck’s second mag (sound) track.  In the dark, I wound raw 
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stock on the picture track, making sure the emulsions were facing 
each other.  Then I draped a velvet cloth over the cardboard curtain 
to prevent light from hitting the feed and take-up winds, and began 
re-printing with a finger placed gently on the footage to track the 
ending.  At the end of each scene I rewound the original footage 
and placed it back on the feed, ready to re-run it again to make yet 
another copy.  All this was done in the dark.  Sometimes I printed up 
to fifteen copies of each scene.  How did you strategize the arrange-
ment of these copies?

BK: By the time you began printing there was already a general 
structure in place (outlined above).  Following the narrative progres-
sion from outer space to inner space, the representational imagery 
disintegrates into an extended abstract, hand-manipulated section. 

Most of the footage you initially printed was of special effects and 
graphic design, which I utilized to extend and diversify the C-
roll.  Using a three-gang synchronizer, those shots were assembled 
alongside the A- and B-rolls edited beforehand in a “checkerboard” 
fashion.  Light tones were used to balance dark tones, etc.  

The challenge was finding material to complement all the genre 
footage.  At eight minutes each, the three rolls making up collage 
dʼhollywood amounted to twenty-four minutes of film.  Which is a 
formidable length when working with five-second loops taken from 
fast and brief trailer sequences.  

So to answer your question about compositional strategy, I’d say it 
was part determined by the previously arranged thematic content; 
part by colour, movement and rhythm; and part by necessity–whatev-
er arrived in the famous shoebox.  For the C-roll we chose shots that 
would loop naturally, that had flicker or some other dynamic visual 
quality, and that would blend easily with the more photorealistic nar-
rative content.  These were stationed where needed to maintain three 
consistent, simultaneous image tracks. 

Your description of the contact printing process is a great example of 
how experimental filmmaking is often a battle of individual necessity 
or obsession against all otherwise rational activity.  I can’t imagine 
anyone enjoying bumbling around in absolute darkness for hours on 
end with only fingertips and a fallible memory as guides.  The pay-
off is so expressly personal–the satisfaction of a job well done is the 
primary drive and reward.  You really have to feel passionate about 
the work to invest so much time, energy, consideration and expense 
into a film that maybe a thousand people will see in your lifetime.  
We spent countless hours creating collage dʼhollywood, and a lot of 
what we made was cut out of the final version.
 
FINE CUT
BK: “Kill your darlings” is an old rule in screenwriting.  The initial 
fine cut of collage dʼhollywood contained significant footage from 
the Pearl Harbour trailer.  It’s a famous trailer, if such a thing ex-
ists!  All that is exhilarating and repulsive in Hollywood cinema is 
illustrated in those four minutes–a narrative arc, back story, sub plots, 
a heroic score, romance, dramatic tension, and finally a big money 
shot: the slow motion drop of a bomb, filmed from a bird’s eye 
view.  It was a tough decision to remove that material from collage 
dʼhollywood because Richard spent weeks repainting the emulsion of 
every frame and it looked great.  But the footage didn’t work in the 
overall context of the film.  The attack on Pearl Harbour was a ter-
rible event, belonging to a specific historical era and carrying its own 
semiotic baggage, and it just didn’t belong in this film.  So it became 
a different film, le bombardement le porte des perles (2004).    

After projecting the first silent answer print another problem that 
arose was the discrepancy between the various trailer formats: some 
were letterboxed, some Cinemascope (and appear stretched without 
a special lens) and some were in 1.66 aspect ratio (the dimensions 
of most television monitors).  On a Steenbeck, the different formats 
didn’t look bad as bi-packed rolls.  But when printed together and 
projected, it looked terrible!  The letterboxing created a dull brown 
gel that blipped along the top and bottom of the image.  Lucky for us 
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the first lab screwed up by printing the film out-of-sync, which inad-
vertently gave us a free opportunity to make changes.  To compen-
sate we decided to bleach the letterboxing using a spray bottle, which 
created a green and yellow speckled pattern where the emulsion was 
eaten away.  Robert Pytlyk, Richard’s former studio assistant/col-
laborator at the University of Regina, was visiting Montreal at this 
time and helped with the masking and bleaching.  It was a huge job 
to tape the middle of each tiny letterboxed frame, then spraying and 
blow-drying them all.  It took us an entire weekend to do.
  
Now, about working with Richard: The fact that he let us “run with 
scissors” on this film demonstrates one of his strengths as an art-
ist and a teacher.  He provides situations for his collaborators and 
student assistants to excel in, considers their suggestions seriously, 
and trusts their creative choices.  He’s a great person to learn from 
because of his intuitive rhythmic sense, his decisiveness, and his abil-
ity to articulate why something is or isn’t working.  But despite our 
freedom and responsibility as collaborators of collage dʼhollywood, 
he was a steady hand in all the important decisions.  He’s unusually 
supportive and generous when it comes to sharing the accolades, 
which makes for a positive working environment.  What are your 
impressions of Richard as a collaborator?  

MR: My experience working with Richard was both rewarding and 
educational.  I learned more about filmmaking in two years of mak-
ing collage dʼhollywood than my last three years at university.  I 
also liked how Richard was flexible with our ideas and treated us as 
collaborators rather than student assistants.  The project allowed me 
to extend my research of contact printing by employing and experi-
menting with new techniques.  

One technique involved flashing raw film stock using a traditional 
light table.  I devised a system for placing raw stock on film rewinds 
attached to each end of a three by two foot light table.  Both rewinds 
were covered with black velvet cloth to prevent stray light from strik-
ing the unexposed film.  The test footage was covered with translu-
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great example is the siren/scream mix that begins on a visual of a 
police car at the end of the “urban thriller” sequence then cuts to a 
shot of the agape mouth of Jennifer Lopez, leading into the “psycho-
drama” sequence.

BK: The sound came together fairly quickly, and was built almost 
entirely from scratch.  Only one authoritarian, voice-of-god line from 
the original trailers was retained in collage dʼhollywood.  Early on 
this sets up the idea that we are witnessing an “über-trailer.”  Yet 
what strikes me most about the soundtrack is how un-trailer-like it is.  
The usual overwrought exposition and dramatic or comedic accen-
tuations have been replaced by a soundscape of escalating visceral 
intensity.  By the time you reach the abstract final section you’re so 
immersed in the crushing, synaesthetic waves of picture and sound 
that you probably forget where the images originate from and what 
their commercial intentions were.          

We haven’t gotten into all the lab preparations for the film, such 
as the elaborate timing notes we made for Niagara Custom Lab in 
Toronto, where collage dʼhollywood was finally printed.  Is there 
anything else you want to say about the making of the film, or it’s 
content?  
             
MR: After Tim locked the sound mix Richard and I drove to Toronto 
to hand deliver the goods.  We observed the sound transfer from 
DAT (digital audio tape) to optical at McClear Digital.  The optical 
track and the A-B-C rolls were then passed on to Sebastjan Henrick-
son at Niagara Custom Labs for printing.  And finally, screening the 
answer print for the first time at Concordia’s de Sève Theater with 
you, Tim and Richard.  It was an incredible joy to witness something 
we’ve laboured on for so long pulsate and move with life.  Although 
some adjustments with the colour timing were needed, the print 
for the Montreal Festival of New Cinema/New Media had beauti-
ful contrast.  I enjoyed every moment working alongside two gifted 
filmmakers, bouncing around ideas, joking, and being in each other’s 
presence.
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cent colour gels and/or hand-cut mattes for various effects.  I taped 
the strips to the wall behind the light table for accessibility because 
the whole process was done once again in complete darkness.  I 
placed the test footage underneath the raw stock with the emulsions 
facing each other, lined them up using a pinned track, and flattened 
them flush against the table’s plexiglass surface with a piece of 
platen glass.  With this setup I flashed the film for approximately-
mately half a second, depending on how fast my trigger finger was.  
The whole procedure was very difficult and labour intensive, so we 
didn’t continue with it.  However, the effects were interesting and it’s 
a procedure I would consider using, with further tinkering, for future 
projects.  I think some of tests using the flash technique made it into 
the “urban thriller” section of the final cut.  

Another difficult task, albeit incredibly fun, was the melting of film 
images in the abstract section of collage dʼhollywood.  Boiling the 
film achieved both a crackling, reticulated image and a fluid swirl of 
dripping colours.  Our methodology approximated an industrial as-
sembly line: I boiled strips of film with a Coleman camp stove until 
the emulsion was about to separate from the base, then handed them 
off to Richard; he reworked the softened emulsion using a small paint 
brush, then passed them to you; you dried and reorganized them.  
The title for the installation, “Industry” is appropriate to how this 
film was constructed; it was a systematic division of labour with each 
of us performing a specific task–research and preparation, image 
manipulation, assembly–which are united in the final product.  The 
wave motion in the abstracted images is a perfect counter-balance to 
the rigid graphic montage of the photorealistic images earlier in the 
film. 

SOUND
MR: Tim Horlor’s sound design focuses the identity of each mod-
ule through subtle variations of generic codes.  The soundtrack was 
given additional texture by distorting, modifying, and looping sound 
effects from other sources.  Generally, his sound cues are dead on, 
perfectly bridging the transitions from one module to the next.  A 



NOTES

1. Si Si Pendaloza, “In the Chemical Kitchen with Steve Sanguedol-
ce: A Recipe for Contact Printing,” LIFT Newsletter (The Liasion of 
Independent Filmmakers Toronto) 18, no. 4 (Sept.-Oct. 1998): 9-10.
2. The “Fantastik” technique was first brought to our attention by 
Troy Rhoades, a filmmaking colleague now based in Montreal.  
Thanks also to Carl Fuermann, Julia Nicoll and Jeremy Sedita for 
their suggestions on ways to soften and rework emulsion.
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“A theory of the avant-garde must begin with the concept of montage 
that is suggested by the early cubist collages,” the German critic and 
theorist Peter Bürger writes.1  Collage revolutionized modern art by 
bringing actual bits of ordinary reality into a picture plane previously 
reserved for painted representations.  The inclusion of found, rather 
than made, material undermined long-standing assumptions about 
the internal unity of the work of art and the artist’s responsibilities as 
creator.  As Bürger puts it, “The insertion of reality fragments into 
the work of art fundamentally transforms that work.  The artist not 
only renounces shaping a whole, but gives the painting a different 
status, since parts of it no longer have the relationship to reality char-
acteristic of the organic work of art. They are no longer signs point-
ing to reality, they are reality.”2  Moreover, it is a reality embodied in 
mass-produced objects and images that represent the antithesis of the 
aesthetic values conventionally accorded “fine” or “high” art.  With 
collage, the work of art becomes what the American art historian 
Christine Poggi calls “a site for the intertextual play of appropriated 
elements.”  These elements, Poggi continues, “retain all the marks of 
their prior existence in the world of commodities.”3  Making art with 
“the detritus of popular culture” (Poggi’s phrase), not only opened 
painting and sculpture to new materials, principles of organization 
and modes of interpretation (based on the “intertextual play of ap-
propriated elements”), it also established the aesthetic basis for a new 
kind of cultural and political discourse based on juxtaposition rather 
than illustration or logical argument.
 
During the last century the collage impulse manifested itself in many 
different forms and media: from Picasso’s and Braque’s earliest 
experiments with collage to the photomontages of John Heartfield 
and Hanna Hoch; from Max Ernst’s Une Semaine de Bonté and La 
Femme 100 Têtes to Buckminister Fuller’s I Seem To Be a Verb and 
Marshall McLuhan and Quentin Fiore’s The Medium Is the Mas-
sage; from William Carlos Williams’ Paterson and John Dos Passos’ 
U.S.A., to Michael Ondaatje’s The Collected Works of Billy the Kid 
and Michael Turner’s Hard Core Logo; from  posters, album covers 
and magazine articles to television advertisements and music videos.  

Stealing from the Dream Factory: 

Collage, Montage, Hollywood and the Avant-Garde

William C. Wees
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Collage has become such a familiar way of making meaning that a 
special effort is required to appreciate its once-revolutionary im-
pact, and an even greater effort to re-invigorate its aesthetic appeal 
and power–if not to shock, at least to prompt fresh perceptions and 
insights.

Once considerations of collage move beyond the boundaries of 
painting, literature and sculpture, they inevitably involve comparable 
considerations of montage–specifically, montage as theorized and 
practiced by the great Soviet director Sergei Eisenstein.  In Eisen-
stein’s view, connecting shots in a film (montage in its most limited, 
technical sense) offers the filmmaker an opportunity to generate 
meanings that do not reside in the mere accumulation of shots, but 
in dynamic, thought-provoking juxtapositions.  Montage works most 
powerfully, Eisenstein argued, when shots “collide” rather than join 
together in a smoothly flowing continuity of action and a linear, 
“brick by brick” construction of meaning.  Eisenstein famously 
contrasted his approach to montage with that of his contemporary, 
V.I. Pudovkin as “Linkage–P and Collision–E.”4  The linkage method 
of Pudovkin and, in fact, most filmmakers is additive: A + B = AB.  
For Eisenstein, montage “collision” is dialectical: A/B = C.  In this 
formulation the content of shots A and B might have nothing to do 
with each other but in juxtaposition they produce a spark, a flash of 
insight that advances the viewer’s emotional and intellectual engage-
ment with the film’s action and developing themes.  From observing 
another of his Soviet contemporaries, Esther Schub, at work on her 
compilation films, Eisenstein knew that these effects could be pro-
duced by the skilful editing of archival footage from various authors 
and times made for different, even incompatible, reasons.  But in 
his writings and actual practice, Eisenstein presumes that shots are 
planned and executed according to the intentions of the filmmaker 
and are, therefore, as fully under his or her control as the montage 
that brings the shots together.  There is nothing, however, to prevent 
filmmakers from applying Eisensteinian methods of montage to shots 
gleaned from the “detritus of popular culture.” 

Such shots fall under the heading of “found footage,” a rather bland 
term for a rich hoard of cinematic (and increasingly, electronic) im-
ages that includes stock shots, newsreels, educational films, cartoons, 
travelogues, science films, home movies, television advertisements, 
pornographic films, early silent films, recent Hollywood features 
and trailers, academy leader, scraps from the trim bins of editing 
suites–anything filmmakers can get their hands on.  These artists find 
their material by accident or design in film archives and libraries, in 
private collections and boxes of family memorabilia, in flea markets, 
garage sales and dumpsters.  Whatever its source and content, all 
found footage has one thing in common: it was not intended to be 
recycled.  This discrepancy between intention and use is especially 
obvious when the footage comes from a Hollywood film.   

The films of Hollywood and the avant-garde are widely regarded as 
diametrically opposed endeavours: large-scale, industrial-style pro-
duction vs. small-scale, artisanal crafting; big vs. minuscule budgets; 
large gauge (35mm, 70mm) vs. small gauge (8mm, Super-8mm, 
16mm); an elaborate, expensive distribution and exhibition apparatus 
aimed at the largest possible audience vs. a fragile network of artist-
run cooperatives and dedicated individuals (including the filmmakers 
themselves) making the films available briefly to small and equally 
dedicated audiences at festivals and alternative spaces, art museums, 
university classrooms; in short, Commerce vs. Art.  With an occa-
sional exception, those oppositions hold firm, but just as the world 
of commodities infiltrated art by way of collage, Hollywood imagery 
entered the avant-garde by way of found footage.  The avant-garde’s 
relationship to Hollywood changes significantly when its filmmakers 
appropriate and recycle Hollywood’s commodities.

If films are commodities, so too are their stars.  Stars can acquire a 
special aura, a significance exceeding their mere commodification, 
and that is one route avant-garde filmmakers have explored–and ex-
ploited–through their manipulation of Hollywood iconography.  Two 
early examples are Joseph Cornell’s Rose Hobart (1939) and Bruce 
Conner’s Marilyn Times Five (1968).  Cornell took a comparatively 
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small number of shots from a 1931 “Far East” adventure film, East 
of Borneo, starring the now-forgotten Rose Hobart and re-arranged 
them in a dream-like sequence of seemingly unmotivated changes in 
setting, costumes, facial expressions, gestures and action.  Thanks 
to Cornell’s editing, Hobart’s androgynous beauty and cool, self-
absorbed screen presence become objects of extended analysis 
and/or erotically charged contemplation.  The erotic and analytic 
also converge–even more obviously–in Marilyn Times Five.  Conner 
slows down and repeats grainy, degraded images of a bare-breasted 
and very young Marilyn Monroe (or a convincing look-alike) striking 
provocative poses for a cheap “nudie loop” or “skin flick.”5  Conner 
has said, “ I tell people that while it may or not be Marilyn Monroe in 
the original footage, it’s her now.... It’s her image and her persona.”6  
In other words, the aura of Monroe’s stardom has enveloped the 
film’s images, and that is what Conner exploits as he also exposes 
it to a more discerning reception than either the original film or the 
subsequent commodification of Monroe as movie star would permit.

Similar interests but different strategies appear in a number of more 
recent found footage films, including those in the program TROU-
BLE: Hollywood vu par le cinéma dʼavant-garde / Hollywood viewed 
by the avant-garde cinema,  to which the rest of this essay will be de-
voted.  Curated by Brett Kashmere and Astria Suparak to accompany 
Richard Kerr’s exhibition, Industrie/Industry, TROUBLE weaves 
together eight films that variously appropriate, critique, mimic and 
transform Hollywood iconography and generic codes. 

In Home Stories (1991), Matthias Müller reveals a Cornell-like fasci-
nation with numerous starlets who, through Müller’s ingenious mon-
tage, are turned into a composite archetype of the woman-in-danger 
in Hollywood melodramas.  Except for one woman who escapes into 
the night at film’s end, most are confined to bedrooms, living rooms, 
hallways, stairways and vestibules of luxurious, interchangeable 
homes.  And while most are readily recognizable stars from the ‘50s 
and ‘60s, they, too, are treated as interchangeable embodiments of  
melodramatic clichés as they awake with startled expressions on 

their faces, fling on stylish peignoirs, open and close doors, stare out 
windows, listen anxiously, and rush away from or toward off-screen 
intruders.  While illustrating the victimization of women by generic 
conventions, Müller organizes his own film according to those con-
ventions.  He also ironically comments on them with clichéd sound 
effects (the clicking of light switches, opening and closing of doors, 
clatter of running feet) and ominous, tension-building music.  Home 
Stories’ inferior colour and image quality (the result of working with 
video copies of the films) help to establish an ironic distance between 
Müller’s and Hollywood’s versions of melodrama.  They also draw 
attention to the “imageness” of the images and their reproducibility.

The image’s materiality moves to the foreground in Lewis Klahr’s 
Her Fragrant Emulsion (1987), in which the nearly forgotten “sex 
kitten” Mimsy Farmer floats amid a collage of other bits and pieces 
Klahr literally cut out of a 1971 sexploitation film, The Road to 
Salina.  Klahr’s technique (which also includes scratching and paint-
ing on the film) places as much emphasis on the material nature of 
the filmstrip itself as it does on Farmer’s seductive, enigmatic allure, 
which just barely survives the incisions and elisions Klahr inflicted 
on the original film.  Just as collages draw attention to the materials 
they are made from (newspaper, pieces of cloth, wood, plastic and 
other  “reality fragments”), so Klahr’s film makes us acutely aware 
of the celluloid and thin layer of emulsion that is the “reality” upon 
which Farmer’s cinematic image depends.

One of the distinctive features of Her Fragrant Emulsion is its raw, 
homemade look.  The opposite is true of Virgil Widrich’s Fast Film 
(2003).  Made with a large production team and released in 35mm, 
Fast Film juxtaposes footage from nearly all Hollywood genres.  
Like Müller, Widrich brings together examples of the gestures, ac-
tions and situations characteristic of each genre, and like Klahr, he 
treats film images as collage elements to be cut out and re-combined 
with other images, but his methods are technically more sophisticated 
and complex.  As a result, emphasis shifts from the underlying mater-
ial reality of the film medium to the illusory reality of film images–
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images that Widrich manipulates with great skill and ingenuity.  
Fast Film’s high production values offer an avant-garde equivalent 
to those of Hollywood, and the film’s “scenario” of fights, chases, 
crashes, explosions and series of happy-ending embraces mimic, 
rather than challenge, Hollywood conventions and stereotypes.

Much the same is true of Peter Tscherkassky’s Outer Space (1999), 
a 35mm Cinemascope film with images from a 1981 horror film, 
The Entity, starring Barbara Hershey as a young mother attacked in 
her home by a demonic and invisible rapist.  Tscherkassky’s rapid, 
high-intensity editing and extensive use of superimposition, pulsat-
ing light and shadow, positive-negative inversions, and a soundtrack 
composed of fragments of dialogue, static, silences, garbled cries and 
distorted sound effects reproduce, at a more elevated, aesthetic level, 
the intimations of impending danger and actualized violence char-
acteristic of the horror film genre.  In a more deconstructive spirit, 
Tscherkassky includes images of sprocket holes and optical sound 
tracks without sacrificing the editing rhythms and optical effects 
which maintain the rapid tempos and visual intensity of the rest of 
the film.

Tempos are even faster and the visual impact more intense in Richard 
Kerr’s collage dʼhollywood (2003), a rapid-fire montage of foot-
age from movie trailers that are superimposed and reduced to a few 
frames that barely have time to register on our consciousness.  The 
fact that they do register and that we can grasp their significance is 
due, in part, to our brains’ capacities for quickly processing visual 
stimuli; to our familiarity with the visual clichés Kerr draws upon; 
and to his carefully composed montage of related and repeated 
images, such as rockets lifting off, guns firing, women screaming, 
demons grimacing and a loop of zooming, close-up eyes.  The eye 
motif serves as a self-reflexive gesture toward both the spectacular 
extravagance of the appropriated Hollywood images and the visually 
challenging techniques Kerr employs to present those images to us.

From trailers for science-fiction and disaster films in the first part of 
collage dʼhollywood, emphasis shifts to horror film images featuring 
women as victims (as well as perpetrators) of violence, and finally, to 
footage that has been chemically altered to produce writhing, pulsat-
ing, abstract patterns through which a fleeting palimpsest of images 
continues to be perceptible.  Until this final section, visual text from 
trailers (e.g. “BASED ON A TRUE STORY,” “HEAVEN AND 
EARTH ARE ABOUT TO COLLIDE,” “BUT EVIL DOESN’T 
DIE EASY,” “NOW THEY’RE IN FOR IT”) appear intermittently, 
and throughout, the images are accompanied by an audio collage of 
explosions, whooshes and roars of rockets, sirens, screams, fiendish 
laughter, chimes and unintelligible, indistinct voices–with one excep-
tion: a stentorian male voice announces early in the film, “In the fu-
ture, technology will allow us to explore new worlds and change the 
way we live like never before–but there is one thing that will never 
change–who we are!”

Kerr’s film, like Tscherkassky’s and Widrich’s, is a 35mm exception 
to the small-gauge rule for avant-garde filmmaking.  Structure, edit-
ing rhythms and image selection reproduce, in abbreviated and highly 
concentrated forms, the conventions of their Hollywood sources.  
Rather than critique Hollywood films and genres, Kerr, Tscherkassky 
and Widrich adapt them to more adventurous techniques than Hol-
lywood allows but the avant-garde nourishes.

In Alone. Life Wastes Andy Hardy (1998), Martin Arnold not only sat-
isfies the avant-garde’s demand for adventurous techniques, but sub-
jects Hollywood images to a bizarre, insightful mode of analysis and 
critique.  Arnold has remarked of Hollywood films, “There is always 
something behind that which is being represented, which was not rep-
resented.  And it is exactly that that is most interesting to consider.”7   
To reveal what “was not represented,” he breaks the footage down to 
its individual frames and rearranges them in complicated versions of 
two-frames-forward-one-frame-back, so that scenes progress in tiny 
increments and gestures and expressions become tremors and nervous 
tics, while speech turns into agonized, manic 
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stuttering.  Drawing upon psychoanalytic theory, Arnold argues that 
it is through tics and stuttering that “the repressed declares itself”8 
and by creating their cinematic equivalents he brings the “repressed” 
in Hollywood films to the surface.  When this technique is applied 
to two icons of clean-cut, innocent American youth–Mickey Rooney 
and Judy Garland–what emerges most forcefully is sexual desire, 
which reaches a climax of unalloyed lust and aggression at the end of 
the film with Rooney and Garland face to face, teeth bared and pant-
ing like wild animals about to pounce on each other.

Nothing could be farther from Arnold’s radical deconstruction of the 
aura of stars–or, for that matter, from the collage/montage recycling 
of Hollywood films in the other works discussed so far–than the 
intermittent appearance of a single photograph of Barbara Stanwyck 
in Linda Christanell’s Moving Picture (1995).  As the film pro-
gresses, the photo of a young, glamorous, expressionless Stanwyck 
sometimes seems like a reflection of the filmmaker’s own face on 
the window through which much of the film was shot.  At other 
times it gives the impression of someone outside looking in.  Much 
of the time it is simply a photograph occupying its own space on the 
screen–and yet, there are moments when, due to changes in focus or 
the insertion of coloured gels or filters, the face seems to change ex-
pression in keeping with the changing moods of the film.  Christanell 
turns a stock promotional device, a black and white publicity photo, 
into a source of subtly shifting perceptions and multiple meanings. 
By metonymically evoking Hollywood of a by-gone era the photo 
also serves as an implicit reminder of the huge gap between the mov-
ie industry that produces stars like Barbara Stanwyck and the modest, 
personal filmmaking that produces films like Moving Picture.

Equally modest–at least in its method of production–is Bruce 
Conner’s A Movie (1958), almost certainly the avant-garde’s most 
widely seen (and imitated) found footage film.  To make his first film 
Conner used the cheapest, simplest means possible: splicing together 
footage from 16mm “Coming Attraction” trailers of Hollywood fea-
tures, newsreels, documentaries and Castle home movies found on

sale at camera shops.  A Movie does not include a great deal of 
Hollywood footage in the strictest sense of the term, but for Con-
ner and millions of other movie-goers of his generation, all moving 
pictures were synonymous with Hollywood because cartoons, serials 
and other shorts were mainly screened at the local cinema.  A Movie 
celebrates that kind of movie-going experience at the same time as 
it presents a sharp-eyed critique of the movies (and by extension, of 
popular culture generally).  Conner approaches his found footage 
with an acute sense of the absurd and a stop-the-world-I-want-to-
get-off sense of humour that becomes, as the film ends with a diver 
disappearing into the hulk of a sunken ship, almost elegiac.  With a 
combination of what might be called “pseudo-linkage” and “colli-
sion” montage organized in carefully controlled variations in pacing 
and rhythm, A Movie takes us back to the basics of found footage 
filmmaking.

The poverty of means at Conner’s command (“I had no work print, 
synchronizer, moviola, sound reader”)9 epitomizes the traditional 
disparities between Hollywood and the avant-garde.  Those dispari-
ties are less apparent in technically more sophisticated and expensive 
films like Fast Film, Outer Space and collage dʼhollywood.  If those 
films seem to be more in tune with, rather than critical of, Hollywood 
films, the reasons go beyond the technical tools and larger budgets 
(still tiny, of course, by industry standards) available to the filmmak-
ers.  Times have changed and with them, the potential for subversion 
and critique offered by recycling found footage.  It is still possible 
to turn “the detritus of popular culture”–including footage from Hol-
lywood films–into critiques of what Guy Debord was the first to call 
“the society of the spectacle,”10 but collage/montage has been so thor-
oughly absorbed into postmodernist idioms of mass media marketing 
and, for that matter, avant-garde art, that it has become increasingly 
difficult for avant-garde filmmakers to say/show something new–let 
alone, critical or subversive–by juxtaposing bits of found footage.  
This, as much as anything, has contributed to avant-garde film’s 
ongoing, and troubled, relationship with Hollywood.
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1. Peter Bürger, Theory of the Avant-Garde, trans. Michael Shaw 
(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1984), p. 77.
2. Ibid., p. 78.
3. Christine Poggi, In Defiance of Painting: Cubism, Futurism, and 
the Invention of Collage (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992), 
p. 111.
4. Sergei Eisenstein, “The Cinematographic Principle and the Ideo-
gram,” in Film Form, ed. and trans. Jay Leyda (New York: Meridian 
Books, Harcourt, Brace and Co., 1957), p. 37.
5. The Monroe look-alike has been identified as Arline Hunter, and 
the film was (and still is) distributed with variations on the title 
“Apple, Knockers, and the Coke Bottle” (referring to an apple Hunter 
rolls between her breasts and a phallic Coke bottle she suggestively 
toys with). 
6. Bruce Conner, quoted in Scott MacDonald, A Critical Cinema: 
Interviews with Independent Filmmakers (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1988), p. 253.
7. Martin Arnold, quoted in Scott MacDonald, A Critical Cinema 3: 
Interviews with Independent Filmmakers (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1998), p. 354.
8. Ibid., p. 362.
9. Bruce Conner, quoted in William C. Wees, Recycled Images: The 
Art and Politics of Found Footage Films (New York: Anthology 
Film Archives, 1993), p. 82.
10. “The society of the spectacle is not a collection of images, but 
a social relationship among people, mediated by images.”  (Guy 
Debord, Society of the Spectacle [Detroit: Black and Red, 1983], n.p.; 
originally published in French in 1967 by Editions Buchet-Chastel 
[Paris]).  An outstanding cinematic treatment of “the society of the 
spectacle” is Craig Baldwin’s Tribulation 99: Alien Anomalies Under 
America (1999).
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STARRING:
Jennifer Lopez, Humphrey Bogart, Barbara Hershey, Samuel L. 
Jackson, Janet Leigh, Harrison Ford and Judy Garland.

ALSO STARRING:
Manipulating hands and unresolved desire.

WITH SPECIAL GUEST APPEARANCES BY:  
Screaming starlets, wholesome teens panting unwholesomely, lecher-
ous parents, the history of film, sappy moments, and explosions in 
various atmospheres.

Sunset Strip may be a two-way street, but there’s no escape from 
female flesh when entering a movie coliseum or even the neighbour-
hood microcinema.  Not only is the Hollywood industry consumed 
with containing, exposing and displaying women, experimental film-
makers (although formally and conceptually innovative) are similarly 
perpetrators and/or victims of these same crimes of convention.  But 
most do so consciously, mining mainstream cinema’s endless block-
busters, influential archetypes and infamous female trouble.  Yes, 
these girls are (in) trouble, this desire is problematic, these pictures 
are moving, those directions are dangerous.

Castration anxiety or aesthetic deconstruction?  Can the cinematic 
avant-gardes generate an appropriate response to Hollywood’s “phal-
lic mothers,” femme fatales, feminine masquerades, monstrosities 
and misogyny?  Where is the through-line of radical form, found 
footage and feminist film theory?  Re-presenting representations of 
genre paradigms, readymade characters and dramatic soundtracks 
via campy performance, chemical experimentation, physical collage, 
dialectical and vertical montage and genre decoupage are the avant-
gardes’ preferred forms of star treatment.  

The filmmakers assembled for Trouble extract not only hidden but 
also unintentional, third meanings, which are as varied as the ways 

TROUBLE
Program notes by Astria Suparak and Brett Kashmere
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of finding: From a shoebox of Coming Attractions left at a ram-
shackle prairie drive-in to pirated Golden Age video reductions, from 
a “girlie film” lifted from a friend’s dresser drawer to a sublimated 
obsession with a B-movie actress, all of the films gathered here 
inventively appropriate industrial-pop commodities. 

TROUBLE begins with Matthias Müller’s Hitchcockian simulacrum, 
Home Stories (1) and Martin Arnold’s accordion played Alone. Life 
Wastes Andy Hardy (2), which recast classic genres in parodic and 
structural fashions, respectively.  Then Virgil Widrich’s Fast Film (3) 
expands those genres to correlate roles and situations across multiple 
eras.  Bruce Conner’s A Movie (4) questions the emotional manipu-
lation by Hollywood that Fast Film and Home Stories subscribe to.  
Although the latter two playfully point out stereotypes of heroes, 
damsels in distress and perpetual pursuits by swapping actors and 
scenes for other actors and scenes, they also rely on well-versed 
tropes to progress the story.  A Movie sets-up a similar narrative with 
its grand music and heroic imagery but gradually reveals the lies 
conceived in Hollywood’s textbook marriage of sound and picture.  
In opposition to Fast Film’s doubly fabricated disasters, A Movie’s 
disastrous actualities have human consequences, trading feel-good 
chuckles for tragic realizations of everyday misfortune.  

Lewis Klahr’s Her Fragrant Emulsion (5) and Linda Christanell’s 
Moving Picture (6) distill the focus onto single actresses.  To create 
Her Fragrant Emulsion Klahr cut his heartthrob Mimsy Farmer out 
of a disposable ‘70s feature.   Gluing and taping these jagged slivers 
onto clear leader, Klahr tactilely thrusts his aggressive passion onto 
the screen–feelings made tenderly passive through the acceptance 
that this is the closest he can get to her.  Conversely, Moving Picture 
is a contemplative, abstruse reflection on the image of Barbara Stan-
wyck, actually, on the idea of Barbara Stanwyck (or any actress) who 
unnaturally exists in a studio glamour shot, eternally soft-focused and 
enticing despite real time lapse and variation that unfolds in Christa-
nell’s romantic architecture photography. 

Moving Picture provides a quiet pause before the angst, spectacle and 
barrage of the final two films.  Peter Tscherkassky’s Outer Space (7) 
and Richard Kerr’s collage dʼhollywood (8) assume epic dimensions 
for avant-garde cinema.  Super-sized to theatrical 35mm scale (with 
Outer Space maintaining the source film’s widescreen Cinemascope), 
they assail the eyes with accelerated action and saturate the ears 
with hyper-dramatic horror movie motifs.  Each filmmaker lulls the 
viewer with stifled, sustained suspense, deviously foreshadowing the 
maelstrom to come.  Shifting the assault on scripted screen victims 
to the live on-lookers in the theatre, these films ruthlessly deliver the 
ultimate Hollywood ending. 

This January, sink into the distracting velvet luxury of manipulation, 
dreamily stargaze and empathetically role-play, imbibe the unhealthy 
cocktail of fear and desire, and most importantly, Trouble yourself 
with an evening of celluloid screen play.
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FILM DESCRIPTIONS

1. Home Stories (Matthias Müller, Germany, 1991, 16mm, colour, 6 min)

“She screams.  She falls silent.  The expectation of terror makes her terror.  

But what she faces is nothing but the observer’s view.  She is the observed.  

Cliches of melodrama unite into a drama of stereotypes.  The brilliant mon-

tage of cases in point reveals the mechanism of voyeurism in Home Stories 

by Matthias Müller.”  -- German Association of Film Critics  

2. Alone. Life Wastes Andy Hardy (Martin Arnold, Austria, 1998, 16mm, 

b&w, 14 min)

“In his new film, Alone. Life Wastes Andy Hardy... Arnold’s campaign 

of deconstruction of classic Hollywood film codes finally turns into film 

music... The family scenes, which in the original last only seconds and are 

not particularly notable, are surgically sectioned into single frames.  Us-

ing repetition of these ‘single cells’ and a new rhythm - a kind of cloning 

procedure - Arnold then creates an inflated, monstrous doppelganger of the 

original cuts lasting many minutes.  The hidden message of sex and violence 

is turned inside out to the point where it simply crackles.”  -- Dirk Schaefer 

3. Fast Film (Virgil Widirch, Austria, 2003, 35mm, colour, 14 min)

“A kiss, a happy couple.  but then, the woman is kidnapped, and the man 

sets off to save her.  A dramatic rescue story full of wild chases begins.  The 

audience is taken to the center of the Earth and the enemy’s headquarters... 

This tour de force through film history, from its silent beginnings to present-

day Hollywood, lasts just 14 minutes: truly a fast film which could hardly be 

more furious.”  -- Peter Tscherkassky

4. A Movie (Bruce Conner, USA, 1958, 16mm, b&w, 12 min)

“... a montage of found materials from fact (newsreels) and fiction (old mov-

ies).  Cliches and horrors make a rapid collage in which destruction and sex 

follow each other in images of pursuit and falling until finally a diver disap-

pears through a hole at the bottom of the sea - the ultimate exit.  The entire 

thing is prefaced by a girl from a shady movie lazily undressing.  By the time 

A Movie is over she has retrospectively become a Circe or a Prime Mover.”  
-- Brian O’Doherty, The New York Times 

5. Her Fragrant Emulsion (Lewis Klahr, USA, 1987, 16mm, colour, 10 

min)

“In Her Fragrant Emulsion, American filmmaker Lewis Klahr immolates 

himself in the androgynous presence of another marginalized actress, nitro-

burning funny-car diva Mimsy Farmer... whose smile Klahr was seduced to 

regard as ‘a little too believable,’ convincing him that Farmer was ‘genuinely 

wild and having too good a time’ on screen, and this quality sealed her fate 

as a B-movie actress.”  -- Guy Maddin, The Village Voice

6. Moving Picture (Linda Christanell, Austria, 1995, 16mm, colour/b&w, 11 

min)

“In Linda Christanell’s newest film Moving Picture, the opulent presentation 

of fetishistically decorated tableaux has made way for a material-transposing 

montage technique.  The applied viewpoint (via Barbara Stanwyck) opens 

up multi-dimensional insights and varies those poetic aspects which have til 

now been indicative of Christanell’s moving (in both senses of the word) im-

ages.  The results are new cadenzas in sound and picture.”  -- Ulrike Sladek

7. Outer Space (Peter Tscherkassky, Austria, 1999, 35mm CinemaScope, 

b&w, 10 min)

“A premonition of a horror film, lurking danger: A house - at night, slightly 

tilted in the camera’s view, eerily lit - surfaces from the pitch black, then 

sinks back into it again.  A young woman begins to move slowly towards 

the building.  She enters it.  The film cuts crackle, the sound track grates, 

suppressed, smothered... Outer Space is a shocker of cinematic dysfunctions; 

a hell-raiser of avant-garde cinema.  It conjures up an inferno which pursues 

the destruction (of cinematic narrative and illusion) with unimaginable 

beauty.”  -- Peter Tscherkassky.

8. collage dʼhollywood (Richard Kerr, Canada, 2003, 35mm, colour, 8 min)

“Richard Kerr offers a tremendous short, in which he ingenuously recycles 

numerous sci-fi and horror movie trailers.  When meshed together, said genre 

film trailers create an uneasy collage of the filmmakers’ collective imagina-

tion, one overtaken with scenes of the Apocalypse, death and destruction.  A 

mesmerizing film that demands to be watched again and again.”  -- Matthew 

Hays, Montreal Mirror 
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Industrie/Industry: Oeuvres récentes de Richard Kerr/Recent works 
by Richard Kerr has been made possible by support from the Canada 
Council for the Arts, the Conseil des arts et des lettres du Quebec, 
and Concordia University (The Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema, 
the Faculty Research and Development Program, and the Dean of 
Fine Arts).  Sincere thanks to Alain Gauthier, Diane Gladu, Diane 
Audet, Robert Beaudoin, Michel-Louis Charles and Jean-Michel 
Lafond at the Cinémathèque québécoise for their invaluable support, 
guidance and expertise.  Thanks also to Emmet Henchey, Marcus 
von Holtzendorff, Tim Horlor, and Michael Rollo at Concordia 
University for their creative and technical assistance and advice.  A 
special thank you is extended to Dr. Catherine MacKenzie, for-
mer Chair of the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema, who set this 
catalogue in motion by believing in our vision of a DVD publication.  
My heartfelt thanks go to all the contributors for their essays and 
artwork.  Their insights, opinions and creations enriched the project.  
I am deeply grateful to Astria Suparak for her keen eye, detailed 
editing, and collaboration; robert.daniel.pytlyk for his deluxe, hand-
crafted cover design; and Adam Rosadiuk, whose distinctive website 
has provided a dynamic context for  the exhibition.  In conclusion, 
my deepest thanks go to Richard Kerr.  His vigorous commitment to 
daily practice has been the engine of this enterprise and an inspira-
tion, while his friendship has more than sustained the great sacrifice 
of time and effort that the project demanded.   Industrie/Industry has 
forced me to perform many roles over the course of its production–
first as film editor, then as curator, designer, organizer, and finally 
as catalogue editor.  The assembly line comes full circle.  “The only 
rule is work...”
 - Brett Kashmere
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LIST OF WORKS / LISTE DE ŒUVRES

MOTION PICTURE WEAVINGS / LES TISSAGES DE PELLICULE 

Pleasantville, 2004

35mm motion picture filmstrips, fluorescent light, wood, metal, plexiglass

Pellicule cinématographique 35 mm, tubes fluorescents, bois, métal, plexi-

glas

Heaven and Earth are About to Collide, 2004

35mm motion picture filmstrips, fluorescent light, wood, metal, plexiglass

Pellicule cinématographique 35 mm, tubes fluorescents, bois, métal, plexi-

glas

Behold the Message, Beware the Truth, 2004

35mm motion picture filmstrips, fluorescent light, wood, metal, plexiglass

Pellicule cinématographique 35 mm, tubes fluorescents, bois, métal, plexi-

glas

Evil Doesnʼt Die Easy, 2004

35mm motion picture filmstrips, fluorescent light, wood, metal, plexiglass

Pellicule cinématographique 35 mm, tubes fluorescents, bois, métal, plexi-

glas

In Fear, 2004

35mm motion picture filmstrips, fluorescent light, wood, metal, plexiglass

Pellicule cinématographique 35 mm, tubes fluorescents, bois, métal, plexi-

glas

Hollywood Turns Light into Money, 2004

35mm motion picture filmstrips, fluorescent light, wood, metal, plexiglass

Pellicule cinématographique 35 mm, tubes fluorescents, bois, métal, plexi-

glas

STILLED CINEMA / LE CINÉMA « FIGÉ »  

Demi-monde, 2004

Dual projector slide show. 35mm motion picture frames, 35mm slide projec-

tors, screen

Diaporama. Photogrammes 35 mm, projecteurs à diapositives, écran

80 minutes

FROZEN FILM FRAMES / LES PHOTOGRAMMES 

Demi-monde, no. 1, 2004

Digital photo print, beeswax

Épreuve numérique, cire d’abeille

Demi-monde, no. 2, 2004

Digital photo print, beeswax

Épreuve numérique, cire d’abeille

HOLLYWOOD DECOLLAGE / LE DÉCOLLAGE D’HOLLYWOOD 

2004

Digital video projection

DVD, 9 minutes, colour

Projection numérique

DVD, 9 minutes, couleurs

All works collection of the artist.

Toutes les œuvres appartiennent à l’artiste.
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All films produced, conceived, directed, shot and edited by Richard 
Kerr unless otherwise noted.

Hawkesville to Wallenstein
1976, 6 minutes, black-and-white, sound, 16mm (also released in 
35mm)

Vesta Lunch
1978, 11 minutes, black-and-white, sound, 16mm

Dogs Have Tales
1979, 14 minutes, black-and-white and colour, sound, 16mm

Luck is the Residue of Desire
1981, 20 minutes, colour, sound, 16mm

Canal
1982, 22 minutes, colour, sound, 16mm

On Land Over Water (Six Stories)
1984, 60 minutes, black-and-white and colour, sound, 16mm

The Last Days of Contrition
1988, 35 minutes, black-and-white, sound, 16mm
Cinematography: Richard Kerr and Todd Irving
Montage: Richard Kerr and Jackie Dzuba
Sound Design: Patrick Butler

Plein Air
1991, 20 minutes, colour, sound, 16mm
Sound Design: Patrick Butler

Plein Air Etude
1991, 5 minutes, colour, silent, 16mm

The Machine in the Garden
1991, 20 minutes, colour, sound, 16mm (also released in video)

FILMOGRAPHYBIOGRAPHY

Richard Kerr was born in Saint Catherines, Ontario in 1952.  He 
received a Media Arts Diploma from Sheridan College in 1979.   He 
taught film production at Sheridan College from 1982-1986, and then 
moved to Saskatchewan to teach at the University of Regina, where 
he was an Associate Professor in the Department of Film and Video 
until 1998. He is currently an Associate Professor of Film Production 
and Chair of the Mel Hoppenheim School of Cinema at Concordia 
University in Montreal.  His films and video have been screened at 
numerous international festivals including the European Media Arts 
Festival in Osnabruck, Germany (1988); Oberhausen Short Film 
Festival in Oberhausen, Germany (1989); International Experimen-
tal Film Congress in Toronto (1989); Zeeland Film Festival in the 
Netherlands, (1991); Festival of Festivals in Toronto (1991); Sydney 
Film Festival (1992); Melbourne International Film Festival (1993); 
Canadian Experimental Film Retrospective in Bologna, Italy (1995); 
Roma Film Festival (1996); Festival Internazionale del Film Locarno 
Swisse, (1996); Festival international nouveau cinema / nouveaux 
media in Montreal (2003); Festival Internacional de Cine Contempo-
raneo de la Ciudad de Mexico (2004); Nemo Film Festival in Paris, 
France, (2004); and Images Festival of Independent Film and Video 
in Toronto (2004).  Previous solo and group exhibitions include 
Squareheads at YYZ Artists Outlet in Toronto (1999); The After Mo-
tion Picture Series at the MacKenzie Art Gallery in Regina (1998); 
Overlapping Entries at the MacKenzie Art Gallery in Regina (1993); 
and The Regina Work Project: Shifting Territories at Neutral Ground 
in Regina (1991).  In addition to filmmaking and teaching, Kerr has 
curated a number of film programs including Spirit in the Landscape 
(Art Gallery of Ontario, 1989; toured internationally to the U.S.A. 
and Brazil), and Masters of Avant-Garde Cinema (MacKenzie Art 
Gallery, 1991).  His work is in numerous public collections, includ-
ing the National Gallery of Canada, the Canada Council for the 
Arts, the Art Gallery of Ontario, and the Saskatchewan Arts Board 
(Regina). 
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Cruel Rhythm
1991, 40 minutes, colour and black-and-white, sound, 16mm
Sound Design: Patrick Butler

McLuhan
1993, 60 minutes, colour and black-and-white, sound, video

the willing voyeur
1996, 77 minutes, colour, Dolby SR, 35mm (also released in 16mm)
Director: Richard Kerr
Producer: Richard Kerr
Based on a story by: Alan Zweig
Director of Photography: Gerald Packer
Sound Design: Patrick Butler
Montage: Todd Irving and Richard Kerr
Cast: Jake Roberts, Kaya McGregor, Hadley Obodiac, Dean Cooney, 
Michael Burns, Iain MacLean

never confuse movement with action... (the self-fictionalization of 
Patrick Hemingway)
1998, 50 minutes, colour, sound, digital video
Montage: Robert Pytlyk

human tragedy on a grand scale
1999, 50 minutes, colour, sound, digital video
Montage: Robert Pytlyk

i was a strong man until i left home...
2000, 20 minutes, colour, sound, digital video
Montage: Katherine Jerkovic
Sound Design: Sally Bockner

Pictures of Sound
2000, 20 minutes, colour, sound, digital video
Montage: Robert Pytlyk
Sound Design: Justin Antippa

collage dʼhollywood
2003, 8 minutes, colour, sound, 35mm
Montage: Brett Kashmere
Image: Michael Rollo
Sound Design: Tim Horlor

le bombardement de porte des perles
2004, 8 minutes, colour, sound, 35mm to digital video
Montage: Brett Kashmere
Image: Michael Rollo
Sound Design: Tim Horlor

hollywood decollage
Richard Kerr and Brett Kashmere
2004, 9 minutes, colour, sound (optional), digital video
Montage: Brett Kashmere
Sound Design: Tim Horlor

For information regarding Richard Kerr’s films and videos contact:

Canadian Filmmakers Distribution Centre
37 Hanna Avenue
Suite 220
Toronto, ON
M6K 1W8

Tel: 416 588-0725
Fax: 416 588-7956
E-mail: bookings@cfmdc.org
Website: www.cfmdc.org
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Still Life
1991, 3 monitors, film to video

Overlapping Entries
1993, 2 continuous video projections on hand-painted canvas screens

The After Motion Picture Series
1998, 6 light boxes, motion pictures filmstrips, fluorescent light, 
wood, metal, plexiglass
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